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Christian Principles on
the Labor Front
OME people look for an easy solution of the

S

knotty m£nagement-labor problem in the
direction of the cancellation of much of the
social legislation passed under the Roosevelt
administration. That labor leaders have overreached themselves, that many employers have
been at an unfair disadvantage, and that under
pressure (and possibly pretext) of wartime conditions rash things have been done that cannot stand
up under scrutiny-of this there can be no doubt.
Nor need this surprise anyone. What is disappointing is the nai:ve expectation of some people that the
problem in its deeper nature will be solved by having the pendulum swing in the opposite direction.
There is no solution in having one party in this
economic struggle take vengeance on the other.
Whether labor or management is the underdog, as
long as the matter is viewed as a struggle to get the
upper hand and make the other the victim, so long
there will be no solution and the vicious circle will
continue. All of which means that both capital and
labor must cease believing in and practicing the
doctrine of the class struggle of Karl Marx and
must turn to the principles of righteousness, justice, and the golden rule of the Christian Faith for
a solution. The all-important thing is to put this
Christian viewpoint into practical operation. Pious
platitudes from Scripture, beautiful generalities in
idealistic discourses will get us nowhere as Christians. It is time we put some of these principles
into practice. The Christian Labor Association deserves great commendation and the prayerful support of all Christians because of its courageous and
intelligent leadership in this most difficult field of
Christian social action. For some years it has
stressed that there can be no solution for the labor
problem until both sides in the struggle recognize
that their rights over against one another cannot
with impunity be divorced from their duties toward
one another. But this sound principle for the solution of the industrial class struggle remains so
much theory until it is embodied in definite legislation: Precisely this is now the definite objective
of the C.L.A. Its leaders have recently formulated
a labor bill for the state of Michigan which it is
hoped will be introduced into the legislature. In
this draft many of the evils of recent labor agitation and legislation are avoided and at the same
time the rights of the laboringman are jealously
guarded-precisely by insisting that there are also
rights of employer and fellow-employee that must
THE CALVIN FORUM
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be recognized. Provision is made for the curbing
of strikes by definite requirement for mediation, as
also by forbidding strikes in public utilities and
other public services essential to the public welfare, making provision in such cases for appointment of an arbitration committee or mediator appointed by the governor. ·The bill also outlaws all
compulsion and coercion. It champions the organized shop instead of the closed shop, by which is
meant that each employee shall have the right to
choose his own labor union and shall at no time
be forced to join any union if he has conscientious
scruples; likewise, that the employer cannot be coerced into signing a contract with a labor union
that is not the freely chosen representative of the
employees. This bill, sponsored by the C.L.A., also
seeks to establish joint bargaining of unions with
one employer. This splendid attempt to put some
of the Christian principles which we usually laud
in sermons and public address into practical action
deserves the sincere and prayerful support of all
Christians.
C. B.

Worldly
Amusements
::IE problem of worldly amusements is a
perennial concern for Christian youth and.
their leaders. Keeping oneself unspotted
from the world is an important aspect of
the duty of the cultivation of the Christian life.
The Christian, if he is in earnest about this phase
of his personal life, realizes that he has to shun
both the evil of asceticism and that of secularization. A wholesome Christian attitude that recognizes and appreciates every gift of God as in itself
good, to be used with thanksgiving, and which no
less is aware of the constant temptation to which
subtle but pernicious appeals to indulge in certain
prevalent practices expose his spiritual life, is not
easy to maint?.in. The sweep and surge of modern
society and its indulgences are strongly anti-Christian, and it is in the midst of this wor Id that the
Christian must take his stand. The Calvinist is at
times threatened by the evil of asceticism which
is so strongly identified by many sectarian groups
with a genuine Christian life. At another time he
is exposed to the suction of the forces of worldliness that undermine his Christian testimony and
distinctiveness as a witness for Christ in a sinful
and evil world. Youth leaders among Christian
young people need much wisdom and courage to
deal with this practical problem in such a way as
to be understanding and sympathetic, but never
179

at the expense of the high standards of ·the Word
of God that call the Christian-young as well as
old-to live a life of purity and sanctification. In
some countries after the war there is evident a lack
of moral restraint, an outburst of passions formerly
held in control, and a process of acute secularization among those who formerly lived in the Christian tradition. There is need of a new spirit of consecration to Christ, of a new passion to live for
Him, of a burning desire to fight the spiritual battle
against the enemy within and without on the spiritual battle field. That area of daily living devoted
to amusements is one of the sectors on which this
fight must be fought constantly. The great danger
in our day is not that of asceticism, but that of
acute or gradual secularization. To help young
people and their leaders in coming to clarity in the

concrete on some forms of worldly amusements
that threaten to undermine the spiritual life of
Christians today, we would recommend the reading of a 63-page pamphlet entitled Worldly Amusements in the Light of Scripture (Publication Committee of the Christian Reformed Church, 47 Jefferson Ave., S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.) It is a reprint of an excellent report adopted by the Synod
of the Christian Reformed Church a few years ago,
dealing with three modern prevalent forms of
worldly amusement, viz., theater and movie attendance, dancing, and card playing. This booklet,
which may be procured for the nominal sum of
twenty-five cents and in quantities at two-fifty a
dozen, ought to be read and pondered widely by
all who desire to think and live along biblical lines
in the matter of modern amusements.
C. B.

On Teaching Doctrine
Henry R. Van Til
Associate Professor of Bible
Calvin College

g

RANKLY, I'm on the spot. For I have accepted an appointment to teach Bible in a
Christian college; or, to be more specific, to
teach Reformed Doctrine in a Calvinistic
College.
Carrying coals to Newcastle is expressing my
thankless task euphemistically. By and large the
attitude toward this required subject is one that
ranges from mild interest by way of absolute indifference to that of belligerent disapproval.
How do I know? It is a matter so patent and so
much in evidence on the faces of the students that
it slightly unnerves the beginning instructor. By
conversation with other Bible teachers and from
information volunteered in the faculty room during lunch hour the conclusion that this has been
the state of affairs for many years is unavoidable.
Some students just rebel at taking doctrine courses
and it is generally considered an endurance contest because the school requires it and it means
two hours of credit.
At this point someone, no doubt, will be inclined
to make the observation that this is strictly my
problem and that I walked into it with my eyes
open. All right, I am willing to take the consequences and am facing the music every day, but
the suspicion begins to overwhelm me that this· is
a universal problem for preachers, teachers, and
lay leaders.
You may be sure that I would not be divulging
this rather personal soul-struggle if it were not for
the universal aspects of my experience. As l ruminate on this problem and set forth my reactions
to date, I do so especially in the hope that we may
thereby mutually receive benefit-your reactions,
180

suggestions and criticisms will be appreciated and
you may also receive some information or hint from
my experience that may prove to be helpful.

Analysis of the
Phenomenon
One of the reasons that presents itself for calling
this our problem is the observation that the student
arrives with this prejudice against doctrine firmly
ingrained. Whatever comfort the new instructor
may squeeze out of that fact, you will agree with
me, an alarming fact it is. A fact to give us pause!
What is wrong with our preaching and our teaching? Why do our youth, who have been indoctrinated in our Christian homes, schools, Sunday
Schools and through the official labors of the church
in catechism, fail to appreciate the fundamental
truths that are basic to our Reformed Faith? It
gives no surprise that a "fundamentalist" student
(also from the Christian Reformed Church), who
plans to finish up at a Bible school, shuns the course
in doctrine and is slightly chagrined to find that
even in Bible History she has not escaped the doctrine of the covenant. But to find the ordinary student getting himself all set to "endure" the doctrine course as a necessary evil-this ought to be a
disquieting phenomenon for all of us.
Of course, it is quite easy to find reasons. There
is first of all the natural opposition of the human
heart to the truth of God-especially when it comes
with the authority of a church dogma. This is by
no means an insignificant cause. The college students who must take these courses in Christian
doctrine are not all converted men and women.
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One finds a good deal of resistance to the truth. It
is still true today as in the days of Jesus and Paul
that the world rejects-as a stumbling block or as
foolishness-the teachings (doctrines) concerning
the Truth (Christ crucified). In a sense just as all
preaching of the gospel must present the Christ of
God, so too all teaching of the Bible, whether as
history or revelation or doctrine, must be done "that
ye (they) might believe that Jesus is the Christ,
the Son of God; and that believing ye might have
life through His name." If this was the avowed
purpose of writing the sacred text of Scripture according to the holy apostle, dare we assume a lesser purpose in teaching Bible? Is there not, perhaps, an intimation right here of the reason for our
failure in making the doctrine of the Church live?
Have we perhaps separated these doctrines from
the Living Word and presented them as the dryas-dust intellectual constructions of a dead past?
The resistance to indoctrination ought to be recognized as part of the general picture of the times.
Doctrinal preaching, says Dr. W. G. T. Shedd, is
universally and perennially resisted because in it
the truth of God is stated pointedly. And these
points pierce through the armour of man's pride
and self-esteem. People are not convicted of sin
by reading poetry to them from the pulpit or by
giving a report on the latest best-seller, but the
teaching of the truth (instruction in sound doctrine) will be effective. We have God's own assurance on that matter. It will be a savor of life unto
life, or of death unto death; the hearers will either
be softened up or hardened by contact with the
truth. In the presence of the truth it is impossible
to compromise and to be neutral. It is God's twoedged sword. People either love or hate the truth.
Paul assures us that in the last days many shall
turn away from the truth having itching ears because they are unwilling to endure sound doctrine.
I have no hesitation whatever in ascribing the classroom phenomenon of indifference and even hostility to the truth of God as part of the eschatological
phenomena predicted by the apostle.
Yet we may not hide our incompetence or our
listless presentation of the truth behind the abovementioned factors. We ought to follow the good
example of Paul, who admittedly employed guile,
i.e., every artifice at his command and all the craft
of his teaching art, so that our catechumens and
students will listen and learn in spite of themselves.
The prejudices of the student, like the barnacles
on a ship, have accumulated with the years and
these often find expression in the criticism that doctrine is both unprofitable and impracticable as far
as daily living is concerned. Not only does the subject matter seem quite foreign to the life of the
student, but of what practical value is it going to
be-certainly he can get no credit for this course
at the university. The latter remark came as a
confession by an otherwise promising student, a
minister's son, who should have had an A grade
but came in lamely with a "C."
THE CALVIN FORUM
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Another student volunteered the information,
when we began to discuss these things in class, that
the students did not so much object to doctrine itself as to the way it had always been taught. It
was his contention that the same truths were always presented in the same little schemes no matter who the teacher or what the text-book employed.
Further reflection proves that the truism "familiarity breeds contempt" is perfectly applicable here.
The average student "loves" to take philosophy.
To him it is a new world. He is filled with wonder.
His ego is imperceptibly inflated when he begins
to operate with the concepts of being and value.
He gets a smattering of the casuistry of the Sophists, he toys with the paradoxes of Zeno, he follows
the argument wherever it leads in the footsteps of
good old "Soc." 0 boy, what joy! What freedom
of the mind! There is plenty of leeway for private
opinions. A strange intoxication takes possession
of the student as he for the first time, free from
the tether of authority, begins to reconstruct reality by the aid of his own autonomous reason. What
an exotic experience to think Plato's thoughts after
him. Ah, the quest of wisdom! To behold TRUTH,
BEAUTY AND GOODNESS in their naked abstractness. There is no need to arrive anywhere
in particular. The quest is the thing-a la Lessing.
With similar abandon the student approaches the
study of physics or chemistry. He gets the sense of
power over nature. Soon it will begin to yield its
secrets to him. He is a scientist. He is traveling in
the company of such distinguished men as Pasteur,
Walter Reed or Leeuwenhoek. He becomes a "microbe hunter," and there are the glamour of discovery and the awards of achievement luring and
urging one on. Another thinks of know ledge in
terms of power to control the physical universe
with Francis Bacon. Thales, Pythagoras, Archimedes and the whole host of modern physicists
are names in the pantheon of titular deities by
which the student is inspired to follow the gleam
of science.
The above statement, to be sure, is not an exhaustive treatment of all possible reasons that students may have for avoiding "Ref. Doc." but it
presents the problem fairly accurately.

The Answer:
Proper Orientation and New Techniques
Assuming that we have ascertained the facts correctly and also, in a measure at least, have successfully analyzed the underlying causes, what is to
be done to remedy the situation? That is the prime
consideration. No one, we may be sure, will entertain any high hopes of finding a cure-all for a disease which is so deeply spiritual and so universal
in its manifestation. Granted, however, that the
search for a panacea may be utopian, the necessity
of finding effective palliative measures is the desideratum of the hour.
181

i am personaiiy convinced that we preachers and
teachers must borrow a leaf from the army's book
of techniques. Whatever may be said about the application of the principle of orientation, it cannot
be successfully controverted, I believe, that the
principle is sound. A soldier must not only learn
to use his weapons effectively and be trained physically to fight with cool coordination and perfect
precision of mind and matter; but, and this is paramount, he must have the will to fight! To a very
great extent the soldier's morale depends upon his
conception of the rationale for fighting.
Applying this mutatis mutandis to the studenta Christian soldier presumably---.:it has become my
conviction that we have to go to work on him with
a definite program of orientation in doctrinal matters. In short, we must furnish him with the rationale for the study of doctrine. We must not only
teach him proficiency with weapons-the Sword of
the Spirit and the shield of faith-but we must
provide the motivation for his becoming an adept
swordsman of the Lord. If we are to ask him to
do and die'we shall have to give him the reason why.
More specifically, the implementation of this
remedy can now be sketched very briefly. Let us
prove to the student that his study of Reformed
Doctrine is neither unprofitable nor impracticable.
There are some universities that give credit for
such courses in the field of philosophy, and we
ought to make our united Christian testimony heard
far and wide so that our Christian culture does receive recognition in the field of education.
Furthermore, the study of doctrine is relevant
to daily living because, since truth is the basis, one's
faith is the firm foundation upon wb.ich his whole
life is reared. As a man thinketh in his heart so
is he. Therefore it is of the utmost practical importance that our thinking on these great verities
of religion shall be straight, that we shall be orthodox in our thinking on the things concerning God.
We must know the truth-necessity for the study
of doctrine-before we can love and live the truth.
But by all means let us avoid intellectualism-that
bane of orthodoxy-at the same time returning to
an emphasis on the priority of the truth in an age
that is anti-intellectual and irrationalistic.'
This suggests the further objection that doctrine
is unintelligible. Much of this criticism can, no
doubt, be obviated by explaining the meaning of
the term "doctrine" and its usage in Scripture and
in theology. It will give young people a lot of com-
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fort to know that doctrines are not old-fogy-ish relics of a bygone age in theology, but that every
teaching that comes with authority, whether of
science or religion, is in effect a doctrine. Moreover, we must advertise the fact to our students
that the doctrines of the church are the scientific
formulation of the facts of Scripture. No aspiring
medicus would think of ignoring Hippocrates or
Galen and the solid body of medical doctrine-so,
too, we must first master the doctrines of the church
which are the fruits of the combined efforts of the
scientific ecclesiastical thinkers of the centuries before we turn to our private interpretations of the
truth.
But to conclude. There still remains the knotty
problem of teaching the truth with a fresh approach
because the student is tired of hearing the same
thing in the same way. One can, of course, remind
the objector that the things that really count, e.g.,
birth and love and death, and the way a man drinks
his coffee or likes his bacon and eggs, remain pretty
much the same. One can also make the student
feel better by telling him that he is pulling his hair
and lying awake of a night thinking of new ways to
present old truths.
But there is truth in the accusation just the same!
We must make the study of doctrine more engrossing. For example, one might use the shock tech-·
nique to jar the apathetic student into active participation or opposition. Another method is that of
T. V. Smith who is reputed to have defended Hitlerism in a political science class till all the students
rallied to the defense of democracy. Still another
way is to high-light one point in a chapter, and let
the students get the rest for themselves. This method was followed in preaching the catechism by the
ministers in Holland and it was a welcome change
for me from the custom that prevailed in many
churches when I grew up-viz., of dealing exhaustively with every Lord's Day every time one came
to it. Thus instead of dealing with every doctrine
in detail and emphasizing them all, one can well
afford to pick certain crucial ones and make them
live in the minds of the students, e.g., the Incarnation, the Atonement, in Christology.
Finally, this is not a purely academic matter. We
are all on trial in handing down the great heritage
of the Reformed Faith. The truth certainly· is unchangeable, but we may have to adapt ourselves
to the changing conditions and adopt a more vigorous orientation program in teaching that truth.
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Man and the Atoin
John R. Huizenga
Instructor of Chemistry
Calvin College

:-IE opening paragraph of my high school
physics book contained a statement which
has always remained with me. The essence
of the statement was that a piece of coal
the size of an egg contains enough energy to drive
a large ocean liner across the Atlantic. Words like
these should give every young scientist a strange
feeling. We know the above has not yet been realized. However, we now know a new form of energy
which excels energy of combustion by a gigantic
factor. Yes, we are living in a day of atomic bombs
and atomic energy. Everyone is becoming atom
conscious, and although many people representing
the military and large industrial firms are trying
to belittle atomic power for selfish reasons, it is
time leaders in this great nation of ours recognize
the small atom and its implications. If we are to
live in an atomic age, the citizens and leaders must
be educated to fulfill their highly important obligations.

Defining the
Atom
We know all matter is made up of atoms. What
then is an a tom? We often define an a tom as being
the simplest part of an element which still retains
all the properties of that element. Therefore, if
one were speaking of the element hydrogen, an
atom of hydrogen would be the smallest subdivision of a quantity of hydrogen which still retained
all the properties of hydrogen. Let me give an illustration. Suppose one has a bushel of golf balls.
First divide the number of golf balls in half. Then
divide the half in half and continue this process.
Eventually we shall come to one whole golf ball
and if we further subdivide we shall lose the properties common to golf balls. We then use the same
reasoning when defining an atom. Atoms are similar in some characteristics but different in size,
weight, and chemical behavior. Certainly we would
expect atoms to differ in some respects because we
know there is a good deal of difference in a toms of
different elements as, for example, hydrogen and
uranium.
Atoms are composed of electrons, protons, and
neutrons. Electrons are negatively charged particles with practically a negligible mass. Protons
are positively charged particles with a mass nearly
the same as that of a hydrogen atom. A hydrogen
atom contains one proton and one electron. Electrons and protons have an equal charge, but they
are opposite in sign. Neutrons are neutral particles
THE CALVIN FORUM
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having a mass nearly equal to the proton or the
hydrogen atom. These particles, the electron, proton and neutron are often spoken of as the ultimate
particles.
·
Necessary now is a brief statement on the structure of the atom. The atom is made up of a nucleus
which has a very minute volume, and round about
this nucleus float negative charges called electrons
which are responsible for practically the entire
volume of the atom. Let us make a hypothetical
atom with greatly exaggerated conditions which
will illustrate the difference in size of the nucleus
and the atom as a whole. We have a huge sphere
of smoke representing the electrons, with a golf
ball at the center representing the nucleus. The
radius of the sphere of smoke would be ten thousand times the radius of the golf ball. One can
then visualize that the volume of the atom is due
to these electrons floating in a random motion about
the nucleus. We have earlier mentioned that these
electrons have practically no mass. Therefore. the
mass of the atom is concentrated in the nucleus,
which means that the nucleus contains the protons
and neutrons. A striking fact about the nucleus
is its tremendous density. If we could isolate a
cubic centimeter. roughly one thousandth of a quart,
of this material called nucleus, it would weigh one
hundred million tons. Isn't this a fantastic fact?
Little wonder then that scientists are becoming
more and more interested in this tiny, but potent
nucleus.

Atoms Which
Fission
We must realize that only a very few kinds of
atoms can be used to produce atomic energy or
atomic bombs. The atoms generally used are uranium 235, a special kind of uranium found with
ordinary uranium one to every one hundred forty
parts, and plutonium, a synthetic element formed
by bombarding ordinary uranium with neutrons.
The scientist speaks of atoms of elements like the
two above as having the property of "fissioning."
The layman would probable simply say "splitting"
as is often heard. Fissioning (or splitting) is then
the word used when an atom of uranium 235 or
plutonium breaks up into two smaller fragments
and loses a great deal of mass in so doing. Herein
lies the great power. The laws of conservation of
matter and energy, which state that matter or
energy cannot be created or destroyed, have been
183

recognized for years. No one, however, dared to
bridge the gap between matter and energy until
Einstein gave us his theory of relativity early in
this present century. He then told us that if we
destroy mass, an equivalent amount of energy will
be produced. From Einstein's formula we soon see
a tremendous amount of energy produced for every
small bit of mass destroyed. It is this energy that
we call atomic energy.
Two Germans, 0. Hahn and F. Strassmann, first
observed in 1938 that uranium 235 would fission
when bombarded by neutrons of a low velocity.
Research papers on atomic fission appeared in great
numbers during the following months. Eventually
articles pertaining to this and related subjects were
barred from publication in the United States and
in most other countries. The powers of this world
were engaged in World War IL This new form of
energy which was hailed in all countries was over
night being thought of in terms of its destructive
power. The mad race was on. Which nation would
produce the first atomic bomb? The United States,
of course, entered the race because there was no
alternative. Foreign scientists in this country did
a major part of the early work.

Production of Plutonium
and Uranium 235
The United States divided its personnel into two
major groups. One group was interested in making a new element, plutonium, out of ordinary uranium which is known as uranium 238. This was
carried out near Pasco, Washington. The other
group was interested in separating the minute
amount of uranium 235 from the abundant uranium
238. This was carried out at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Either product, plutonium or uranium 235, could
be used for atomic bombs.
Piutonium is produced by placing metallic uranium rods in "piles" composed largely of a high
grade granhite. These uranium rods, of course,
contain both the uranium 235 and the uranium 238.
The uranium 235 has the ability to fission when
bombarded with slow neutrons. This latter material is then used as "fuel" to produce plutonium.
The graphite serves to slow down the neutrons. A
stray neutron in the atmosphere may start the pile
operating. This neutron makes a uranium 235 nucleus fission. When a uranium 235 nucleus splits
into two smaller fragments. several neutrons are
formed. Part of these neutrons then make other
uranium 235 atoms fission and part of the remaining neutrons are absorbed by the uranium 238 forming uranium 239. This latter material is very unstable and g·ives off two beta (high speed electrons) particles forming the desired product plutonium which is quite stable. The plutonium is
separated from all the other products by a chemical process.
184

Uranium 235 has to be separated from uranium
238 by a physical means since the two have the
same chemical properties. Most of our supply of
uranium ore is from the Great Bear Lake region
in Canada. Uranium ore contains approximately
one hundred forty parts of uranium 238 to every
one part of uranium 235. It first seemed impossible
to separate this small fraction from the abundant
variety. The pressure of World War II, however,
has given us reliable, although tedious, methods.
One is known as the gaseous diffusion method, in
which a gaseous compound of uranium is allowed
to pass through a barrier which has billions of holes
with a diameter of no more than 0.0000004 inch.
Think of the precision necessary to prepare such a
barrier. From the kinetic theory of gases, we know
that the lighter uranium 235 will pass through the
barrier at a faster rate, thereby concentrating it.
If one desired a 99 per cent pure uranium 235 gaseous compound, it would take approximately four
thousand stages under ideal conditions. This means
that in order fo produce one volume of the desired
product, we would have to start with about one
hundred thousand volumes. Another method of
separation is known as the electromagnetic process. This method, also, is based upon a difference
in mass. Ions (formed when atoms gain or lose
electrons) of uranium are passed through electric
and magnetic fields. The ions of uranium 235 have
a smaller radius of curvature and can be collected.
This, of course, is not a pure separation and requires
tedious reprocessing.

Detonation
Uranium 235 and plutonium were then the essential materials of our atomic bombs. It is possible to use either one or both of these ingredients.
How then are atomic bombs detonated? The answer to this is quite simple. If the critical size is
exceeded, the bomb automatically is detonated.
The critical size of a device containing uranium
235 or plutonium is defined as the size for which
the production of free neutrons by fission is equal
to their loss by escape, and by non-fission capture,
in which case the neutron is absorbed but does not
make the atom fission. In other words, if the size
is smaller than critical, then by definition, no chain
reaction will sustain itself. But if we exceed the
critical size, more neutrons are being formed by
fissions than are escaping due to other losses and
we have a chain reaction. Let us then imagine one
way in which we could assemble an atomic bomb.
Subcritical masses of the fissionable material would
have to be maintained to prevent explosion. At
the time of detonation the subcritical masses would
have to be rapidly brought together, thereby exceeding the critical size. An obvious method of very
rapidly assembling an atomic bomb is to shoot one
part as a projectile in a gun against a second part
as a target.
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Power
Most everyone is somewhat acquainted with the
tremendous power produced by atomic fission. The
bombs dropped released an amount of energy approximately equal to that of twenty thousand tons
of T.N.T. The efficiency of atomic bombs increases
with size, differing in this respect from ordinary
bombs. The height of detonation is also an important factor in destructive power. Because of the
height of the two atomic explosions in Japan, practically all of the radioactive products were carried
upward in the ascending column of hot air and dispersed harmlessly over a wide area. Other illustrations will give a better idea of available energy
in fissionable materials. One gram, or approximately one four hundred fiftieth of a pound of uranium
235 contains sufficient energy to heat in the winter
and cool in the summer a ten room house over a
period of two hundred years. One pound of uranium 235 is enough to supply the power needs of
a city of 25,000 people for one year.

Peace Time
Uses
Will we use atomic energy for peace time uses?
This question is a vital one. Certainly the possibility is very good. Large fuel corporations are
naturally playing an important role. Financial
interest occasionally blocks new developments in
the United States as the synthetic rubber development before this last war so thoroughly illustrates.
Such interests, speaking through their favorite congressmen, are partially responsible for the unreasonable delay in confirming David Lilienthal as
chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission. Most
scientists, I believe, feel that within the next few
years some industries will be using atomic energy.
Where small amounts of energy are needed, this
new form of energy is not now practicable, since
protection against the deadly rays would be cumbersome. Even though it is no cheaper, atomic
energy will surely be welcomed by industries in
remote places now faced with transportation problems. At present, we have pilot plants at Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, and near Pasco, Washington, operating
successfully with atomic power.
President Truman has appointed David Lilienthal, former T.V.A. director, as chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission. Working with Lilienthal on the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission are
Robert Bacher, professor of theoretical physics at
Cornell and a leading nuclear physicist; Sumner T.
Pike, Wall Street banker and one time member
of the Securities and Exchange Commission; Rear
Admiral Lewis L. Straus (retired), member of the
banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb and Company, and
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member of the Navy's Civilian Research Advisory
Committee; and William W. Waymack, editor of
the Des Moines Register and Tribune and Pulitzer
prize winner. This board is a capable one and has·
the full confidence of scientific organizations. The
full efforts of the board are yet to be seen. Scientists are anxiously waiting to see whether research
will be free or chained in nationalistic dungeons.
If it is decided that research should be kept secret,
then the vaults of hundreds of Fort Knoxes will be
the repositories of scientific reports instead of the
scientific journals published here and in other coun:tries. Science may be forced underground and
separated by nationalistic and geographical boundaries.

Whither?
At the moment, the world is at crossroads, but
the hour when the fateful decision must be made
is not far off. While statesmen and political leaders
debate before various committees of the United
Nations Organization, every country of any prominence in world affairs is engaged in preparation
for the greatest of all armament races. Beware of
the experts who would keep all atom bomb secrets.
The problem would be very simple if the secret
were some huge formula which could be tucked
away in some gigantic safe in this country. The
truth is that other countries understand the basic
facts necessary for production of atomic energy. To .
be sure, we possess a few engineering details not
known to other countries, but nothing that a little
research would not solve for them. We as a nation
have wasted much time in setting up an international control of atomic energy. Every day
wasted brings us closer to a possible atomic war.
Dr. Warren, radiation officer of the Manhattan
Project, said, "Two atomic bombs dropped in the
water on either side of the Statue of Liberty with
a nice upriver wind, could turn the whole of Man-.
hattan into a ghost town for fifty to one hundred
years. Four or five bombs dropped along the water
at Chicago would put out Chicago and make all
the Great Lakes untenable." Large quantities of
radioactive materials would be mixed with the
water and this "atomic mist" would then deposit
huge quantities of deadly radioactive products, killing human life and wiping out resources.
Most people, I am sure, do not favor a next war.
Let us then support the Atomic Energy Commission. Let us establish an international control system with a police force, and let us insure exchange
of scientific knowledge so that atomic research may
be on a peace time basis with peace time intention.
Atomic energy is the greatest of all scientific advances. May God give us wisdom to use it as such.
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Grotius and His Contribution
to World Peace
Peter G. Berkhout
Practicing Physician
Paterson, N. J.

E HEAR much today about the foundations and bases for international peace.
Much of it is superficial, from the superficial argument of the shallow pragmatist
to the oversimplification of the Christian that all
that we have to do is to go back to the Bible or to
God. In connection with discussions on worldpeace people often hear the name of Grotius mentioned. Yet there .are few people, even among the
educated, who really know something about him.
Hugo De Groot, or Grotius as he is more commonly
known, was ·one of the most brilliant juridical
minds of all times. We consider it very appropriate to discuss this genius and his ideas on international peace. Some of the work of Grotius, particularly its practical application, has become obsolete, but much of his work is for all times. And
what is eternal is always timely.

The Life
of Grotius
Since so little is known about Grotius let us sketch
his life with a few bold strokes. Grotius was born
in 1583 in the city of Delft. That was one year before the assassination of William the Silent in the
same city. Grotius was well-born. His father was
four times mayor of Delft. He was a lawyer of
note and a trustee of the recently founded University of Leyden. In one of the editions of the Encyclopedia Britannica, under the article on Grotius,
we find the statement: "In the annals of precocious
genius there is no greater prodigy on record than
Hugo Grotius." Leibnitz called him, "The incomparable Grotius, who had a mind to comprehend
the .universe." When Prince Maurits in 1591 took
the city of Nijmegen from the Spaniards, Grotius,
being then only eight years old, wrote him a small
Latin poem. At 11 he entered the University of
Leyden. Daniel Heinsius, Grotius' fellow-student
and companion, tells us that Grotius was a man
from his birth and never had any childhood. He
studied in all branches of learning. Grotius became
a great theologian, jurist, and statesman.
At the age of 15 he accompanied Oldenbarneveld
to Paris. He had then already become known
throughout Europe. When he was introduced to
Henry IV, the king exclaimed to his courtiers:
"Voila le miracle d'Holland!" Henry wished to dub
him knight, but Grotius told the courtier who came
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to tell him this that he wished to thank the king
but that he did not wish this injustice done to his
country. According to one of his biographers Grotius already at this early age considered democracy
and equality the essence of just government.
We do not have time to mention the numerous
works which Grotius published, except a few. In
1601, at the age of 18, he published his Adamils
Excul, Adam in Exile, which became a precursor
of and gave hints to Vondel's Lucifer and to Milton's Paradise Lost.
In 1602 the Hollanders took a Portuguese galleon and the Dutch East India Company selected
Grotius to be its defender. This became Grotius'
cailse celebre. In connection with this Grotius
wrote his De Jure Praedae, the Law of Prize. It is
the twelfth chapter, "Mare Liberum," which became famous. Here Grotius defends the freedom
of the sea over against those who believed in the
closed sea. It made Grotius known as a great maritime lawyer.
We shall not discuss in detail the political jobs
which Grotius held in Holland: attorney-general
of the provinces and grand-pensionary of Rotterdam. Nor do we have time to discuss the political
and religious controversies in which he became involved. Suffice it to say that in 1619 he was condemned to life-imprisonment in Fort Loevestein.
During his imprisonment of two years Grotius
wrote some more important works. He was such a
great reader that they brought trunks full of books
to him in the fortress. The incident which every
Holland boy knows well about Grotius is his escape in one of these trunks. When they carried the
chest containing Grotius across the bridge, one of
the guards complained that it was so heavy that it
could easily contain an Arminian. The maid who
accompanied the trunk retorted ingeniously, "There
are indeed Arminian books in it."
Grotius escaped to France and there in 1625 published his famous De Jure Belli ac Pacis, The Right
of War and Peace. After that he had embassadorships offered to him by Denmark, Holstein and by
Richelieu. He finally accepted the embassadorship
of Sweden to France. Gustavus Adolphus thought
highly of Grotius. He had advised Oxenstiern, his
Prime Minister, that they should make every attempt to appoint Grotius embassador. Gustavus
was slain in the battle of Liitzen, 1632. A copy of
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Grotius' book was found in his tent upon the battlefield.
.
In 1645 Grotius died a devout Christian at Rostok in Germany, at the age of 62. He died of pneumonia which he contracted while on his way either
to Holland or Westphalia, where the Peace of Munster and Osnabruck was already in the making. He
was buried in Delft next to the body of William the
Silent.

Influence of
Grotius
After about two-and-a-half centuries of partial
oblivion the spirit and the principles of Grotius
arose as a fiery phoenix. In 1883 his tercentenary
was celebrated in Delft. In 1886 his statue was
there unveiled. But it was especially in 1899 that
much posthumous honor was heaped upon him. His
name had become too famous to be honored only
by the country of his birth. At that time the First
Peace-Conferen~e had its session at the Hague. On
July 4 of that year the Declaration of Independence
of the U.S.A. was celebrated. The government of
the U.S.A. wished to celebrate that event by placjng an oak and laurel wreath upon the grave of
Grotius.
On the morning of that day all the delegates of
that conference went to Delft. Also present were
the. embassadors from foreign countries, the cabinet..:ministers of the Netherlands, professors from
the universities and prominent persons from all
over the world. Jonkheer Van Karnebeek, the
leader of the meeting, opened this with a eulogy
on Grotius. Several others spoke, among them Andrew Dickson White and Dr. Seth Law, president
of Columbia University. White said of Grotius'

The Right of
War and Peace:
"Of all the works not claiming divine inspiration, that
book . . . has proved the greatest blessing to humanity.
More than any other it has prevented unmerited suffering, misery and sorrow."

Grotius' masterpiece was at once published in
several languages and it ran through many editions.
Strangely enough the Pope at once placed it upon
the Index, ostensibly because Grotius called the
Catholic hierarchs by their common names instead
of their pompous ecclesiastical titles. But it seems
to us that there may also have been other reasons.
For example, in his "Mare Liberum" Grotius refutes the justice of the Papal Line of Demarcation.
He says that the Pope can't just take the world and
carve it into two pieces and then give half to Spain
and the other half to Portugal, another Catholic
country. But when the Pope in 1899 asked permission to send a delegation to the Hague Conference
he was refused because the work of Grotius was
still on the Index. It shows the spirit of that meeting. By pressure from many angles it was finally
taken off the Index in 1902.
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It is difficult to trace the influences which the
work of Grotius exerted directly and indirectly.
For example, in 1764 there graduated from King's
College, now Columbia University, a young man
of Huguenot antecedents: John Jay. He was at
the head of his class and spoke on "The Advantages
of Peace." His teacher, one of the most eminent
lawyers of his time, advised him to devote himself
to the reading of the treatise of Grotius as the best
introduction to the study and eventually to the
practice of law. This he did for a whole year. As
you know he became successively Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court of New York, President of the
Congress of the Colonies in Revolt, Commissioner
to negotiate at Paris the Treaty of Peace, Secre··
tary of State and the first Chief Justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court. James Brown Scott says that he
definitely shows the influence of Grotius.
The influence of Grotius was also seen immediately after the publication of The Right of War and
Peace. Compare the sack arid massacre of Magdeburg in 1631 by the ungodly Tilly with the fate of
La Rochelle in 1628. Richelieu let the Huguenots
live. That was something new in those days. Historians see in it the influence of Grotius. Richelieu
considered him one of the three greatest men of
his time. It is also the consensus of opinion that
Grotius' influence can be detected in the conduct
of war by such generals as Marlborough, Villard
and Eugene.

The Law
of Nature
Let us now discuss briefly the jus naturae, the
law of nature, which Grotius made an important
basis for his law of nations. One English jurist,
Dugald Stewart, even asserts that Grotius wrote
The Right of War and Peace to give an exposition
of the law of nature. Grotius is neither the originator of the law of nature nor of the law of nations.
But it is he who made the law of nature the foundation for the law of nations. Grotius became the
founder of the modern scientific school of natural
law.
Grotius wrote his work at the time when the
religious wars were raging; for example, the Eighty
Years War in Holland and the Thirty Years War in
Germany. The different religious groups were referring to the jus divinum; the divine law, as found
in Scripture. In the Prolegomena of The Right oJ
War and Peace Grotius tells us:
"Fully convinced . . . that there is a common law
among the nations, which is valid alike for war and in
war, I have had many and weighty reasons for undertaking to write upon this subject. Throughout the Christian world I observed a lack of restraint in relation to
war, such as even barbarous races should be ashamed
of; I observed that men rush to arms for slight causes,
or no cause at all, and that when arms have once been
taken up there is no longer respect for law, divine or
human; it is as if, in accordance with a general decree,
frenzy had openly been let loose for the committing of
all crimes."
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What then is that law of nature? Grotius says,
Book I, Chap. I, Paragraph X, Section 1:
"The law of nature is a dictate of right reason, which
points out that an act, according as it is or is not in conformity with rational nature, has in it a quality of moral
baseness or moral necessity; and that, in consequence,
such an act is either forbidden or enjoined by the author
of nature, God."

As founder of the modern scientific school of
natural law Grotius exerted a tremendous influence. The German jurist, F. von Stahl, in his
Geschichte der Rechtsphilosophie, I, p. 175, makes
the profound statement that already in the natural
law of Grotius we have the mass of snow that began
to pack upon the Alpine heights of thought, and,
rolling down the mountains, finally became an avalanche in the French Revolution. And James Bryce
says in his, $tudies in History and Jurisprudence,
page 599:
"That which had been for nearly two thousand years
a harmless maxim, almost a commonplace of morality,
became in the end of the 18th century a mass of dynamite, which shattered an ancient monarchy and shook
the European Continent. Liberty, Equality, Fraternity
are virtually implied in the Law of Nature."

The men of the French Revolution spoke of natural rights and this idea became embodied through
Jefferson in our own Declaration of Independence
as inalienable rights. How appropriate it was for
the American government to place a wreath on the
grave of Grotius on the Fourth of July in 1899!
It is interesting to note that we have heard the
Christian Reformed pulpit hail these words of the
American Declaration of Independence more than
once as having originated with the Pilgrim Fathers
and Puritans. As we have stated, they had an entirely different origin. It is not fair for Calvinists
to fight something with might and main and then,
when it is generally accepted, to· claim credit for it.
I can almost imagine that I hear the bones of Groen
Van Prinsterer rattle in his grave.
It was Grotius who took the mass of material
that had accumulated for two thousand years, since
the days of the ancient Greeks, and distilled it in
the alembic of his juridical mind and produced his
clear principle of natural law as a basis for the law
of nations. And does it not behoove us as Christians
to make more use of the singular gift wherewith
the Creator endowed Grotius? Today too, we refer
so glibly to a return to God and to the Bible for a
solution of our problems. Surely, we, too believe
in a return to God; but then the God of both general and special revelation. Grotius really teaches
us to use both. Just as the Creator in His inscrutable wisdom has given us binocular vision to give
us better perspective, so He has given us both
nature and Scripture as a two-fold revelation.
Natural law as well as divine law must be used for
the solution of problems facing such an organization as the U.N.
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When is a
War Justifiable?
The first important contribution of Grotius to
international peace then was his emphasis upon
natural law. The second important contribution
which we wish to discuss is his principle that the
only justifiable war is the punitive war.
Grotius is not an out-and-out pacifist or a peaceat-any-price man. That view was held by his
famous fellow-countryman Erasmus. Grotius refers to him in a very sympathetic way, but he then
devotes forty pages of De Jure Belli ac Pacis to
refute this extreme pacifism in such a thoroughgoing way with arguments from natural law and
divine law that it would be worthwhile to publish
them separately today.
Grotius believed that in the last analysis the
only justifiable war is the punitive war. He maintains that any nation that disturbs the public peace
has committed about the greatest crime it can commit. It is the duty of all nations to unite against
the common aggressor. No nation has the right to
remain neutral. That sounds familiar now, but in
his days it sounded so strange that people did not
understand it or did not want to hear of it. Grotius
says in De Jure Belli ac Pacis, Book II, Chap. XV,
section xii:
"Since all Christians are members of one body, and
are bidden to share one another's sufferings and misfortunes, just as this principle applies to individuals, so
also it is applicable to peoples as such and to kings as
such. For every man ought to serve Christ not only personally, but also with the power that has been entrusted
to him. This, however, kings and peoples cannot do while
an impious enemy is raging in arms unless they furnish
aid to one another. Such aid, again, cannot be rendered
effectively unless an alliance is made for that purpose ...
To this common cause, therefore, all Christians ought
to contribute men and money, according to their strength.
How they can be excused from making such a contribution, I do not see."

What then was the reason why the world did
not accept the main thesis of Grotius? The secondary principles whereby those not guilty of the crime
of their nation would be molested as little as possible, were accepted and applied at once. One reason was that the world was not yet ready to accept
that view. Grotius was centuries ahead of his time.
But another reason was that there soon was a Swiss
jurist, Vattel, who wrote Le Droit des Gens, The
Right, of the Nations, in which he teaches that:
"It is permissible for every free and sovereign State
to decide, in conformity with its own conscience, as to
what action its national obligations impose upon it, what
it can do or not do justly. If others try to judge this
they attack its liberty and encroach upon its most sacred
rights."

In other words, each nation could decide for itself what was right or wrong; the welfare of one's
own country, true or imagined, was the criterion,
and not the universal basis of natural law which
Grotius emphasized. You can easily see how this
played into the hands of men like Frederick the
Great, Metternich, Napoleon, Talleyrand, and Bismark. We see the same ungodly principle applied
by Mussolini, Hitler, and the leaders of Japan.
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Grotius was eclipsed by Vattel from 1750 to about
1.900. It is one of the great contributions of Cornelis
Van Vollenhoven, the Dutch savant, to have explained this to the world; for example, in his,
"Three Steps in the Evolution of the Law of the
Nations." The late Van Vollenhoven was the greatest modern exponent and admirer of Grotius. He
published many books on him. He was Professor
of Colonial and International Law at the University
of Leyden, the Alma Mater of Grotius.
Since the turn of the present century the world
has moved more in the direction of the principles
of Grotius. But it was not till the First World-War
that we find articles on the subject that the hour
of Grotius had come and societies were organized
for the study of Grotius; for example, in Holland
and in England. The League of Nations was so close
in line with the principles of Grotius that he has
been called its father. Wilson was consciously or
unconsciously imbued with his principles. The Kellogg-Briand Pact was in line with Grotius' views.
The main thrust of that pact was that it outlawed
war as a means of settling international disputes.
Up to that time it had been legal to resort to that
means; just as the duel used to be a legal means to
settle individual disputes. Would that the world
had taken more seriously the League of Nations!
It was not the League but the nations that belonged
to it that were weak-kneed. In 1931 the whole
world should have attacked Japan. Here was a
clear case of an aggressor. I believe that an economic boycott would have been sufficient. What
severe punishment God has given us through the
last war for not applying the punitive war of
Grotius!
What v~xed me during the last decade was that
the Christian church did not do more. I am thankful for whatever was done. But just as in the days
of Grotius, the jus divinum does not seem sufficient.
The present Pope, as Secretary of State, condoned,
if not encouraged, the Italian bishops to bless the
cannon that were sent to Ethiopia. See the scholarly work of the English Catholic historian Teeling, Pope Pius XI and World Affairs, p. 138. The
souls of the 200,000 innocently tortured and massacred Ethiopians cry out against his pious nonsense. And there are many other similar abominable acts.
But to show that I abhor evil everywhere, I want
to condemn equally emphatically the fact that a
leader like Pastor Niemoller twice offered his services to Hitler to go back into the U-boat. That was
the wish of a would-be murderer and is anti-Grotian as well as anti-Christian. Grotius tells us that
we should obey God more than man. If we are
sure that a war is not just it is our duty to refuse
to serve. That is the third contribution of Grotius
that we wish to emphasize. Grotius says that even
an executioner, unless he is sure of the guilt of a
criminal, either through confession or by being
present at the trial, should refuse to execute him.
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Otherwise he may be guilty of murder. In regard
to the problem whether we should obey the government or not in some cases, Grotius supports the
view that we then must choose the lesser evil.
Since murder is a greater evil than disobedience to
the government we should disobey.
Van Vollenhoven enthusiastically cites an instance that occurred in 1914. The British asked the
government of South-Africa to take German SouthWest Africa. Instead of that generals Christian
De Wet and Beiers published a manifesto of which
the concluding paragraphs read:
"Burghers, your attack upon a nation which does you
no harm, however successful, will bring down the curse
of God upon you!
"We therefore urge all burghers to exert their utmost influence to prevent the conquest of German SouthW est Africa. And at the same time we ask the government to refuse to fight us with arms."

They knew that this was high-treason and that
England would crush them, which it did. We agree
with Van Vollenhoven that they manifested the
spirit of Grotius. Would to God that Niemoller
and the German aviators that bombed innocent
Rotterdam, for instance, had done likewise. We
are glad to notice that Niemoller and other Christian leaders in Germany now begin to see that they
should have opposed Hitler as strongly in politics
as in ecclesiastical affairs~
As to

World Peace
What should our attitude be in regard to worldpeace? As far as the United Nations Organization
is concerned we should give it our strong support.
And we should make our Christian influence felt
in it.
In the second place we should fight those individuals and groups that are interested in power,
big dividends and big profits, even though they
have to create a hell on earth to get them and who
are too stupid to see that even their own children
may be sacrificed in the holocaust of war. We
should learn to light our fires upon other altars than
those of Mars and Mammon.
In the third place, with Van Vollenhoven we
should advocate the internationalization of all
armies of the world, which was recently advocated
also by a prominent American general. Van Vollenhoven believes that no nation should have more
than ten per cent of its own troops in its army. The
rest should be from all countries in the world. Then
no nation could use its army for national aggrandizement. Compare, for example, our national
guards with the federal army. I can very well see
how the guards of different states could start a war
against each other, but that is impossible with the
federal troops that are composed of soldiers from
all states. That would be a real and effective inter:mttiQ;ggJ police-for<;e,
18~

In the fourth place I would like to see leaders
arise among the Christians who would advise them
what to do in case of declaration of war.
In the fifth place, we do not have to wait for war
to be declared before we do anything. There are
occasions to do something long before that. Thus
at the time when Mussolini started his war against
Ethiopia there was an Italian firm here out east
that was handling subsidized medicines from Italy
that could be obtained rather cheaply. We refused
to buy them. Similarly when Japan invaded Manchuria we began to wear lisle. We used to sing:
"Buy lisle for a while,
And if you wear cotton the Japs can do nothing."

There were many people who criticized the government in those days for sending scrap-iron to
Japan. But they had little right to do so because
they themselves continued to buy everything that
was made in Japan.
Before the last war some German agents tried to
sell us a diathermy machine that had written on it
with large letters: "Made in Germany." We told
the salesmen that Billy Sunday used to say that
when you turn hell upside-down you find written

on the bottom: "Made in Germany." Again we refused to buy.
We realize very well that these little efforts of
ours did not make much difference in the outcome
of these various wars. What we need is large organized economic -boycotts. However, I got much
satisfaction out of the fact that I was engaged in
a cause that was worthwhile; an idea which Tennyson has immortalized on this wise:
"Glory of virtue to fight, to struggle, to right the
wrong,Nay, but she aimed not at glory, no lover of glory she;
Give her the glory of going on, and still to be."

We have tried to make the reader of THE CALVIN
FoRUM think more profoundly on world-peace, in~
spired by the principles of the Oracle of Delft, as
Vondel appropriately called Grotius. The element
that Grotius as a jurist emphasizes throughout his
treatise is justice. Even in the Dedication he
stresses that. He dedicates his De Jure Belli ac
Pacis to King Louis XIII of France, who, according
to Grotius, was rightly called the Just. Let us as
Christians too pursue truth, love, and justice in
international relations and thus be true followers
of Him with Whom righteousness and justice are
the foundation of His throne.

_A From Our Correspondents
CALIFORNIA REGIONAL CALVINISTIC
CONFERENCE
632 Bixby Avenue,
Bellflower, California,
February 27, 1947.

Dear Dr. Bouma and FORUM Readers:
r.7:::::'HE first Regional Calvinistic Conference for Southern
-~ California has become history. Professor Louis Berkhof, President-Emeritus of Calvin Seminary, and the
Reverend Robert K. Churchill of the Orthodox Presbyterian
Church of Berkeley, California, reemphasized the old interpretation of the Word of God in a stirring way that warmed the
hearts of the listeners. The audiences at night, and even during
the day, were beyond expectation. In the evening meetings the
large auditorium of the First Christian Reformed Church of
Bellflower was filled both times almost to the last pew.
It will not be necessary to review the messages which were
given at the four sessions since these will appear in printed
form ere long. A high tribute can be given to both speakers
by saying: "the common people heard them gladly". Profound
and scholarly addresses were brought and yet clothed in such
simple form that laymen and women followed the thought and
were inspired to a deeper. appreciation for the Calvinistic interpretation of the Word of God.
For the benefit of the planning committee, may I give a
word of constructive criticism? Messages on a conference of
this kind should be gathered around one theme, a particular
thought of special interest to the community or to the time in
which we are living. Take, for example, the thought in regard
to evangelization. How can and should evangelization be carried out according to the Calvinistic view of Scripture? With
one special subject studied and discussed from various points
of view those present can return home enriched in their knowledge and understanding of at least one particular field of
thought.
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A word of appreciation is due to the able leadership of the
committee on arrangements for this first conference: the Rev.
William Heynen of Arcadia, Chairman; Mr. A. Boerkoel, Principal of the Ontario Christian School, ~ecretary; the Rev.
Oliver Buus, Instructor of Bible in the Christian High School
of Bellflower, publicity manager; and Mr. Van Mouwerik, business man of Redlands, Treasurer. At the famous Knott's Berry
Farm in Buena Park, a large group of friends and leaders of
the conference entertained Professor and Mrs. Berkhof and Rev.
Churchill with a chicken dinner and sight-seeing tour through
"Ghost Town". This group, by a formal motion, asked the
present committee on arrangements to continue the good work
they have begun and requested them to prepare the ground
work for the establishment of a permanent organization.
One of the important decisions of Classis California at its
recent meeting was the preparation of an overture to be sent
to the 1947 Synod of the Christian Reformed Church asking that
steps be taken towards the establishment of a Junior Calvin
College on the west coast. This region is enjoying an unusually
rapid growth through constant migrations from other sections
of the United States. It is felt that a far greater number of
graduates from the local high schools will take advantage of
higher education in a Christian college if the distance to the
institution is thus reduced.
Sincerely,
FRANK DE JONG.

MICHIGAN CALVINISTIC PHILOSOPHY CLUB
o::?~IE
-~ 15,

Club had a meeting on Friday afternoon, November
1946, in the Faculty room of Calvin College. The
meeting was opened by the president, the Rev. J. T.
Hoogstra, and closed by Prof. Jacob Vanden Bosch. Present
were nine members and nine visitors. Several members and
friends regretted that they could not be at the meeting because of other engagements.
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The meeting was entirely devoted to the reading of Prof. H.
J. Van Andel's paper on Calvin's philosophical contributions.
Since the reading lasted on hour and twenty minutes, the Club
decided to postpone the discussion of the contents until the
Spring meeting. The speaker is then to give a short review
to introduce the discussion.
Since a short paper on the subject could not be published
in time, the only way to give the readers of the Calvin Forum
an idea of the topics treated in Prof. Van Andel's paper is
to enumerate them. They are:
I. Calvin, philosopher, or theologian, or both?
II. Calvin's theological basis for Philosophy (in the sense
of an explanation of the totality of the cosmos).
III. Calvin's epistemological contributions.
IV. Calvin's ontological contributions (Ontology taken in
the sense of the Science of Being, and of fundamental
aspects and relations).
V. Calvin's cosmology, or Philosophy of Culture.
VI. The outstanding contributions of Calvin: his Trinitarianism, his Trilateralism, and his doctrine of Sphere
Sovereignty.
VII. Calvin's contributions as bases for the "Philosophy of
the Law-Ide~" of the Amsterdam Free University.
The Spring meeting will D.V. be held on the last Friday of
April, that is, April 25 at 3 :30 p.m. at Calvin College. The
meeting is open to friends.
The Secretary,
H. J. VAN ANDEL.

NETHERLANDS .LETTER
H. W. Mesdagplein 2,
Groningen, Holland,
March 3, 1947.

Dear Dr. Bouma and Friends in Distant Parts:
LTHOUGH the calendar tells us it is Spring, the
· weather registers a bitter cold. Not in a hundred years
have we had such a winter. Our fuel situation is best
characterized by saying that we hug the stove and that only
one room in our homes is heated. You can imagine how crowded
and busy such a room must be. Fortunately just now I am
privileged to be in my study, which for the time being is
heated by the use of an extra supply of peat, which I succeeded
in laying hands on outside of the amount of fuel allotted by controlled distribution. Here in the northern part of Holland we
are close to the province of Drenthe, \Vhere peat fields are quite
common.
But this northern country is not only the home of peat
("turf"), it is also the home of a great historical tradition,
which does not burn up as fast as do the "turven". I refer to
the tradition of the Secession. Perhaps you would be surprised
if at this time I did not devote a few words to the events which
transpired a century ago. One hundred years ago this country
witnessed the scenes which might be called the aftermath of
the persecutions which the so-called liberal government visited
upon the seceders from the state church.
In those days there were a number of groups who could stand
the pressure no longer and hence sought relief by turning to
the new world, where they might be privileged to worship God
with a good and free conscience and where they would not be
molested by the government in their most sacred rights and
duties: worship and the training of their children in harmony
with the demands of the covenant. Under the leadership of
two ministers, Van Raalte and Scholte, these people settled in
America, and although ministers of the Gospel are not educated
to be pioneers in the work of emigration, these two men have in
this respect rendered valuable services. Necessity was laid
upon them. Moreover, they were able to do so because they
were men of prayer, and also because the men by whom they
were surrounded came for a good part from the northern provinces of Holland, where the people in God's providence are
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characterized among other things by the qualities of persistence
and perseverance.
These good gifts of God's common grace turned out to be
of great benefit in the life of special grace. Spurred on by
these qualities, they set sail for the new world and succeeded
on yonder side of the ocean, even though beset by tremendous
difficulties. Yet greater than all these factors was that which
is mentioned by the Apostle James toward the close of his
epistle: "The supplication of a righteous man availeth much
in its working." And so when our churches in February were
urged by General Synod to devote a special service of thanksgiving to the commemoration of this event, I decided no more
appropriate word could be used for the occasion than this
Scripture that speaks to us of the power of prayer. Prayer
was undoubtedly the source of strength and power for those
wanderers and pioneers.
No doubt you people have also had a wonderful commemoration in your churches. You must have returned thanks to God
as we did for the remarkable development which God in His
grace has given to this small group. Imagine they could today
arise from their graves to see what has become of this little
immigrant band. Then they would surely view it all as an
answer to their prayers, for when they arrived in the wilderness they had virtually no power except the power of prayer. ·
Today, after a hundred years, you people have so much more
than they did. There is no comparison. But in all this commemoration we should not forget this one all-important lesson. If we in fervency of prayer are not the equals of these
pioneers, then we will soon lose the blessing which God has
promised to give only in response to prayer and which will be
continued only in answer to continued prayer.
The churches founded by these immigrants may still have
a great calling to fulfil in the future that lies ahead, but such
calling can be fulfilled only if we live by the same undaunted
faith as did these pioneers. Of this a fervent prayer life is
the heart. This is the basis of operation for the armies of the
church militant, where God constantly imparts new strength
and insight and love and all that is needed to continue courageously in the spiritual warfare.
And so you understand what made me choose precisely that
word from James, together with the illustration from the life
of Elijah, who also was a warrior against the pagan spirit of
his day and fled from his native country.
Now I must close, though there would be much more to
write. Let me save some material for my next letter. We
hope and pray that God may enable both you and us to persevere in the glorious struggle of faith and that we may never
lose sight of the great arsenal of prayer. That will give direction to our life and will fill us with joy and perseverance and,
if it would ever be necessary, with readiness to suffer for His
Nam e's sake. My warmest greetings to all of you!
Yours,
PIETER PRINS.

HUNGARIAN LETTER
Dear Dr. Bouma:
iHE plight of the people of my origin is like a burning
coal in my soul. I am especially vexed by the inhuman
manipulations of Czechoslovakia. Not acknowledging
the fact that the first Czechoslovak Republic collapsed at the
first touch of an outside power under the weight of its artificiality, as a natural consequence of the greediness of its founders in grabbing more land and people than five or six million
Czechs were able to hold, they blame their calamity upon the
1,600,000 Magyars who were forced to come under their domination by the Treaty of Trianon. Under the pretense of securing their state, they now want to get rid of those Magyars.
The Magy.ars, indeed, would be glad to get rid of them in
the one natural and sensible way: by having that slice of
Czechoslovakia returned to Hungary which is predominantly
populated by Magyars and is bordering on Hungary. But this
191

the noble Czechoslovaks do not want. They want the land, the
villages, the cities, in one word, the real estate, but not the
people inhabiting and developing it for over a thousand long
years. Hence the idea of exchanging populations. This did
not work, simply because Hungary has not enough Slovaks to
trade for Hungarians. Then the idea of forcing stock Magyars
to declare themselves as Magyarized Slovaks and on this basis
forbidding them to use the Magyar language in their private
life, on the streets, in their schools and also in their ancient
churches (most of them dating from the century of the Reformation). Then the idea of uprooting whole Magyar communities and driving the people away into other parts of
Czechoslovakia, scattering them all around and assigning them
to forced and cheap labor, like slaves of old.
All these . machinations are perpetrated by that Czechoslovakia that made so much of one Lidice, that supplied Hitler
with all the ammunition the great Skoda Works were capable
of, that like to pose in the role of an advance guard of democracy and humaneness. "Isn't there light and honor left in the
world any more to see the contradictory and inhuman character of all these things!?'', exclaims a friend from the affected
regions in a letter to me. I wonder, I wonder, just like that
friend at the extent of man's indifference, and not rarely at
the extent of Divine patience. The whole thing is fateful, not
only from the point of view of human suffering thus caused,
but from the point of view of ever pacifying the Danubian
Basin. Czech shortsightedness and arrogance works for the
alienation of the Magyars from the new order of things, driving the nation into the role of malcontents, sowing the seeds
of future feuds, preventing the formation of a more or less
closed brotherhood in Central Europe and thereby keeping it
for an open happy hunting ground for some strong neighboring power. Life never can become settled there under such
circumstances; it must always remain in flux, disturbance, insecurity and without rest and the possibility of long-range
planning. It bodes no good for the Magyars, nor the Czechs
and Slovaks. But neither the Czechs nor the Slovaks would
listen to reason. For the sake of showing off their present
power they sacrifice the future welfare of the Danubian Valley,
now for the second time in a short span of history.

The Plight of the Church
All of these things directly affect the Reformed Church in
Hungary. A church cannot entirely disengage itself from the
atmosphere in which its people must live. It is very hard to
preach the moral order to a people that is outraged at every
turn, without the semblance of a corrective world opinion or
without some sort of perceptible divine intervention. I honestly am glad that I do not have to be a preacher in present-day
Hungary.
And the Church in Hungary has other problems too. Its congregations and institutions were deprived of over fifty thousand acres of bequeathed lands, the income of which was the
mainstay of many congregations, schools, and institutions.
Now the Church must substitute that income from the free
donations, from the evangelical stewardship of her constituents. That proposition is perfectly all right with us, Americans. That is how our churches and institutions exist. In
theory it is all right with the leaders of the Church in Hungary, too. That that is ideal was never denied. But the Church
came too abruptly under the necessity of living or dying on
the practical fruits of that gospel principle. It came like a
flash of lightning, just at the time when everyone in the country became impoverished. This translation from one basis of
church support to another, under the prevailing conditions,
hardly has a parallel in church history. How the Church will
weather this period of transition holds the answer to the question whether there will be a Church, as we knew it, in Hungary. This is why temporary help is of direct import for the
future of the Reformed Church in Hungary.
To illustrate the case, let me cite the predicament of my
home seminary, that of Sarospatak. The seminary and its re192

lated institutions lost over five thousand landed bequests. What
little was left did not produce enough to cover the crop requisitioned and demanded by the state for the purposes of war
reparations. In November they did not have potatoes to feed
the students. The institution faces an annual deficit of fifteenthousand dollars. The economic manager of the school resigned, and I do not know whether the school still functions
or closed its gates, or even whether it has any gates left; windows it had none after the holocaust was over. How such an
ecclesiastical institution in the midst of a poverty-stricken
people can survive is the problem. It is the problem of the
whole Church in Hungary.
Yet the Church is trying to carry on. For one thing she would
like to pull all her resources together. She turned to the Peace
Conference with a special petition. Noting the trend for the
fixing of Hungary's boundaries, the Petition pointed out that
about one million Magyar Calvinists will be forced to live
under alien rule again; about 219,000 souls in Czechoslovakia,
728,000 souls in Rumania, and about 50,000 Calvinistic souls
in Yugoslavia. The Church was petitioning that the General
Conventus and the General Synod of the Reformed Church in
Hungary be recognized as the spiritual head of all these Calvinists, regardless of state boundaries. It would be a strictly
spiritual proposition for the purposes of piaintaining the pure
doctrine, a common order of pub1ic worship, the same version of the Bible, the same hymnal, text books for religious
instruction, a free exchange of religious and theological periodicals and publications, in short, everything necessary to
secure the spiritual unity of that Hungarian Reformed Church
which for a time was the largest united Reformed church-bod~
in the world organizationally and administratively also. In
all other matters, as loyalty to their respective states, the
right of ecclesiastical legislation, the regulation of relations
with other Reformed church bodies, the right to take measures
for the financial support of their own church life, the separated
parts of the church would be entirely free and independent of
the mother church.

Is this a Bold Proposal?
Now, this seems to be a bold proposal, but it is not. The
privilege asked here by the Reformed Church in Hungary, and
much more, is taken for granted in favor of the Roman Catholic Church. Why should not any branch of Calvinism or Protestantism claim ·the same recognition at least to the extent
of the historic ground it covered for centuries ? It would tend
to spiritualize and lift above national boundaries and politics
many branches of the Reformed family. But the Church in
Hungary has a better argument than this. It draws on the
liberality of the Hungarian Government which since 1920 permitted the Orthodox Churches of Yu~oslav origin in Hungary
to maintain the unity of their ecclesiastical organization with
the Orthodox Church in Yugoslavia; thus it was the patriarch
of Belgrade who exercised jurisdiction over the Serbian Orthodox Churches in Hungary. The same privilege was extended
to the Orthodox Rumanians in Transylvania in their relationship to the Orthodox Church in Rumania while Transylvania
was again under Hungarian rule between 1941-1944. Thus the
Hungarians are merely asking for themselves what they have
been giving to others.
It is the wish of the Hungarian church authorities that we
support this effort for spiritual unity and also gain the support of fellow-believers. Well, we do so, but with faint hope,
we must confess. The present trPaty draft is much weaker in
protecting minorities than the 'l'reaty of Trianon was. This
treaty placed the minorities under international protection.
The states under whose dominion such minorities came had to
obligate themselves to treat them ·fairly and humanely. The
present treaty drafts do not do even that much. They leave
the fate of the minorities to the "sovereign" pleasure of each
separate state, obligating perhaps alone the Magyars to safe•
guard the life of the minorities.
Yet, on this point, Protestant history could be made, if all
the Protestant or at least all the Reformed Churches in the
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world would come to the support of this Hungarian petition.
The universality and the spirituality of our faith and church
life would be asserted, demonstrated and, as if by a miracle,
perhaps recognized. From such an action and from the petitioned spiritual unity the Reformed Church in Hungary could,
unquestionably, gain much inner strength to survive the terrible pressure of the present period of dismemberment and
transition.
Dear Dr. Bouma, I have told you now about everything that
was on my chest. I feel better for not refusing to be the
mouthpiece of millions of my fellow-believers. I have work,
too, and plenty of it, but I can do it much better with a conscience satisfied. And now, at least for a while, I feel that my
conscience is straightened out toward you, the good readers
of THE FORUM and my brethren in Hungary. May the Lord
keep you and bless you!
Sincerely,
CHARLES VINCZE.

PRESSURE IN EGYP'l'
113 Sharia El-Kasr El-Aini,
The American University at Cairo
Cairo, Egypt,
February 24, 1947.
Dr. Carence Bouma,
Editor, CALVIN FORUM,
Corner Benjamin and Franklin,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Dear Editor:
AMERICANS passing through Egypt often seem impressed by the explosive possibilities that always appear to simmer just below the surface. We who are
supposed to have a ring-side seat and should be able to recite
a blow-by-blow description of the local struggle for power are
often too absorbed in the immediate tasks at hand to look up
or around at the spectacle of power politics and its relationships to other organized community activities, such as religious
groups for example. There has probably developed in most
of us who are resident here a sort of inner equilibrium whose
automatic balances check whatever worry or fear that a smoldering nationalism might otherwise engender. We have seen
political demor.strations, mob action, broken windows, and
police barricades; we also have noted the inefficiencies and
shortcomings of a government whose best intentions are swallowed up by an incompetent civil service and whose most important. functions are wedded to the requirements of a feudal,
landed aristocracy. One soon begins to shrug his shoulders at
the prospect of a little turbulence. After all, in spite of the
clamor of milling crowds or the rapid fire action of heedless
students the changes that are in progress occur almost imperceptibly, although they are felt in every mission organization and foreign educational enterprise.
There is the Arab League, for instance. Its cohesive factor
is a common Islamic culture whose political ties and implications are as inexorable as those of Catholicism. Christians of
all shades and historic traditions fear the international pressures that such a confederation might bring to bear on Christian minorities. It is not so much the direct action of the
League that is cause for worry as the power of unity that it
exhibits to outside interested parties who might not be disposed to interfere in behalf of oppressed Christian groups if
there is a possibility of tangling with a regional organization
whose chief strength is in a type of religious culture. To many
Christians here the Arab League is a Moslem League.
There also seems to be a general uneasiness among Coptic
and other Christian groups that the evacuation of English
troops and the removal of British political influence will embolden the dominantly Moslem government of Egypt to impose further economic, political, and educational restrictions
upon Christians and their institutions. It is said that Moslems
in positions of influence discriminate against Christian jobseekers, even in American and other foreignly owned corpora-
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tions, that it is difficult for Christians to obtain· government
contracts, and that there is constant pressure on Christian
educational institutions to conform to requirements for the
teaching of the Koran. Whether these charges are only partially true or perhaps wholly imagined does not alter the fact
that Christians believe them to be true. And it must be added
that missionary leadership in Egypt does sense a general
tightening of controls and an increasing pressure to accommodate educational programs to governmental directives largely favorable to Islam. Many Christians feel that they are in
for a bad time in the not too distant future.
In the face of the possibilities cited above some missions,
which might otherwise expand both property and personnel
facilities during these lush days of easy money and high contributions at home, are exercising considerable caution. It is
felt that should extreme nationalists come to power after the
British move out, there might occur confiscation of mission
property and curtailment of foreign missionary activities.
Large mission enterprises need to conduct their programs as
carefully as a foreign business corporation if the hard earned
contributions at home are to achieve maximum effectiveness
abroad.
A recent highlight in missionary circles was the coming to
Egypt of Dr. Frank Laubach of the World Literacy Commission. Under his direction local committees with the blessing
of the Egyptian government are attempting to launch a crusade for the liquidation of illiteracy. Missionaries are playing
a prominent part in this program, first of all because they feel
the desperate need of a literate population if Protestant Christianity is to make any progress and also because they are more
conversant with the typically western educational methods
that Dr. Laubach employs. The problem of illiteracy is much
more difficult to solve here than in most other parts of the
world, because the spoken language is considerably different
from the literary language. In fact colloquial and classical are
almost sufficiently far apart to be considered two languages.
Already the committees have struck several snags, but at this
point the work continues. Dr. Laubach proposes to tour the
whole continent of Africa and to initiate literacy campaigns
in every country. From the educational point of view there is
nothing new about his techniques; it is only the intensity of
their application that yields such results as are achieved.
As one views the prospects for the continued permeation of
the Christian gospel into hostile cultures such as Islam, it is
good to know that the victory is not to the strong nor the race
to the swift. There will be required the continuous witness and
demonstration of the love of Christ-not by foreign missionaries only or primarily, whose motives are too easily suspect,
but by native converts whose acceptance of the gospel has cost
them something. One wonders: when will foreign missions become domestic missions in a land where small nuclei of Christian converts have been organized into working evangelical
churches? It is only then that evangelization will be able to
make its greatest strides.
Sincerely yours,
EGBERT LUBBERS.

HIGHER EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA
University College,
Potchefstroom, South Africa.
January 16, 1947.

Dear Dr. Bouma:
NT ACT between you and us seems to have speeded up
quite considerably. My previous letter was written on
Oct. 16 and the number of THE CALVIN FORUM in which
it appears has just reached me, that means just three months,
while it took on previous occasions sometimes six months. This
opens for us more frequent correspondence, not that this means
that there will be more important or interesting things to talk
about.

e:
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In this letter I should like to tell you something about our
higher education in South Africa, as this matter is at the
present moment once again front page news.

The Old University of South Africa
Up to 1916 we had in South Africa only one university, the
so-called University of the Cape of Good Hope, established in
1873. This old university, as we commonly refer to it now,
was a federal university. It undertook no teaching or research
work itself; it left that to its so-called colleges. It was purely
an administrative organization prescribing syllabuses, conducting external examinations and issuing certificates. The university itself was situated in Cape Town whereas its constituent teaching colleges were spread over the whole of South
Africa. In 1916 important changes were introduced into the
structure of our higher education. By an Act of Parliament
two of the old and best developed colleges were raised to the
status of full-fledged independent universities, doing the teaching, research and administration. The new independent universities were the Universities of Cape Town and of Stellenbosch. That left a number of colleges to account for. There
were such colleges at Wellington and Grahamstown in the Cape
Province, at Bloemfontein in the Orange Free State, at Pietermaritzburg in Natal, and at Johannesburg and Pretoria in the
Transvaal, the institution at Potchefstroom being recognized
only in 1921. The institutions were united into a new federal
university to be situated at Pretoria, to be known as the University of South Africa, the real successor to the old university.
These colleges were to do the teaching and research, and the
university itself to prescribe the syllabuses, to conduct the examinations and to issue the certificates; they were henceforth
known as the Constituent Colleges of the University of South
Africa.

The Present Situation
In 1921 the institution at Johannesburg became an independent university, and that at Pretoria in 1933. At the present
moment we thus have four independent universities and one
federal university with five Constituent Colleges, while there
is for the non-Europeans an incorporated but external South
African Native College at Fort Hare, and in Pretoria and
Bloemfontein the Dutch Reformed Churches have just started
new Colleges for Natives. These nine university institutions
serve some 2% million people (Europeans). Some people think
that we have too many institutions for higher education. But
if we consider the matter carefully, we shall come to the conclusion that there are not too many: (1) South Africa is a
vast country and facilities need be more frequent than in a
closely populated country like England. (2) We have two distinct white races, each with its own history, tradition, and
culture. Duplication is necessary, and we have at present English institutions at Cape Town, Grahamstown, Pietermaritzburg, and Pretoria, and Afrikaans institutions at Stellenbosch,
Bloemfontein, Pretoria, and Potchefstroom, while the institution at Wellington is chiefly meant for women. (3) A new
country needs more opportunities for higher education than an
old one. It has still to build up an independent tradition and a
scientific culture.

of the Native College to be affiliated, i.e. to become a Constituent
College.
Both these developments have caused our Minister of Education to appoint a University Commission to inquire into the
position of the federal University. A third development, though
not so serious, within the University of South Africa has made
the whole problem .still more acute. The Constituent Colleges
serve only full-time internal students, as do the independent universities. Owing to our vast spaces, there are many students
who cannot attend a teaching institution. Provision is made
for them to take external examinations conducted by the federal university itself. These so-called external students had a
hard time: syllabuses, examinations, etc., were all prescribed
and conducted externally. In 1945 the federal university decided to institute a Division for External Study in which more
direct teaching service could be given to external studentsthus a kind of Correspondence University College was started.
This new development has not affected the university situation
as such, although it is in itself a most important and promising
development.

Higher Education and the Racial Groups
If our Minister of Education favors the institution of some

more independent universities, we shall have in the near future
such institutions at Cape Town, Stellenbosch, Grahamstown,
Bloemfontein, Pietermaritzburg-Durban, Pretoria, Johannesburg, and Potchefstroom. These will serve the Europeans in
the first place, although at the present moment the English
institutions accept non-white students. The Afrikaans institutions at Stellenbosch, Bloemfontein, Pretoria and Potchefstroom do not allow non-whites to become students. They are
protagonists of racial segregation, particularly segregation of
white and non-white. Of course, the Afrikaans institutions
cater in the first place to the Afrikaans-speaking students, but
accept English-speaking ones as well, provided they can follow
the teaching in the Afrikaans language. The English institutions accept Afrikaans-speaking .students too, but they have
no difficulty as all Afrikaans-speaking students are bi-lingual;
Two institutions remain unprovided for. The one at Wellington is very small and intended only for women-we think that
it can conveniently be incorporated partly with Stellenbosch and
partly with Cape Town, as Wellington is less than 100 miles
from both places. The institution at Fort Hare for Natives ought,
according to Afrikaner opinion, to develop into a federal university for non-Europeans with Colleges all over the country. This
will segregate the non-whites and give them a chance to develop
along their own national lines. We Afrikaners desire th,e native
to get all the .education he needs, but an education suited to
him and completely independent of European education.
For us at Potchefstroom it will be a glad day if and when we
become an independent university for Christian Higher education. We are fairly free today but as part of a federal uni•
versity we have to give-and-take more than we ought to. As a
free university we could realize our ideals fully-and what an
aim to live for!
With kind regards,
Sincerely yours,

J.

New Developments
Two new developments have brought the university question
into prominence once again. Natal with its English tradition
desires to have its College at Pietermaritzburg and its branch
at Durban raised to the status of an independent university.
So does the Orange Free State with its Afrikaans tradition desire the college at Bloemfontein to be independent. The Rhodes
University College at Grahamstown with its heavy endowments
is thinking of becoming independent in the near future. Potchefstroom with its typical Calvinistic world view desires the
same. The S. A. Native College at Fort Hare, though incorporated, has not yet been affiliated; it now wishes to become a
Constitu~nt College of the University of South Africa. The
two new developments are: the tendency to become independent
in the case of practically all European Colleges, and the tendency
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CHR. CoETZEE.

ROMAN CATHOLICISM IN CANADA
Dear Dr. Bouma of THE CALVIN FORUM:
G"jJJ'~RE are a few delayed lines for our FORUM. They
refer to a subject rather popular these days both in
the States and Canada. Christian Reformed church
papers refer to it, and so do many Canadian periodicals. That
subject is Rome,-its pretensions and machinations. Canadian
Protestantism is alerted against this enemy of true religion
and wholesome statecraft, and I think that I am justified in
saying that whatever may have been the occasion in the past
for an alliance with Rome on the part of Protestants in Holland, they have no taste for that here. They will link up with
Rome as little as with Moscow. Protestants will have to go
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it alone. It is up to the Calvinists to help steer in the right
direction.
There is, for instance, the matter of "Separate Schools." In
this country Roman Catholics have their own schools within
the public school system. They are called "Separate" because
they are separate units in that educational set-up. In them
Roman Catholic instruction is given in distinction from other
public schools which allow no such religious privilege. The
church controls the education for which the state pays (from
taxes designated for that purpose by Roman Catholics themselves). However, while Roman Catholics thus benefit from
their educational connection with the state, they do not in any
way contribute to the support of the regular public schools.
This while those who maintain their own "private" schools
must request permission to operate them at all, must pay for
them in full, and must also pay in full for the public schools.
Much Protestant agitation is directed against these Separate schools. It is felt that an unfair advantage is given to
Roman Catholics. This writer was invited to express his opinion on this matter at a recent membership of the Canadian
Protestant League. Positing the question "What is wrong
with Separate Schools?" our answer was (as might be expected): Not that they are religious, for true education must
be based on and permeated by religion. Life cannot and is
not separated from religion. However, the kind of religion
taught in the Separate schools is unsatisfactory. Rome's hierarchy divides man and his Maker, posits a faulty interrelation
of the natural and the spiritual, and makes for fear rather than
freedom. Whatever be Rome's pious pretension, her religion
is essentially man-centered. It demands unquestioning obedience to man. Its strength lies in power that intimidates
rather than in truth that makes free. Education based on such
premises makes for human slavery and cultivates a race of
bigots. What to do about this? We should not use the law
to divorce religion and education in Roman Catholic schools.
Such would amount to religious persecution, for freedom of
religion demands freedom in education. Moreover, when we
Observe that Rome is strong because its schools are religious,
we should not fail to notice that Protestantism is weak these
days because its schools are largely irreligious. Curbing
Rome's religion in her schools will not make us Protestants
any stronger. Neither does it agree with our principle of religious freedom. We would do better if we would work for
our own vigorous genuine Protestant system of education,
establishing Christian day schools in which our children are
placed in the presence of God. Only a generation of men so
trained can withstand the onslaughts of Rome.
It was pointed out, moreover, that politically these separate
schools are unsound also. They are undemocratic, constituting
civic favoritism. No church should have a favored niche in
the public school unless similar privileges are granted to others.
All religious groups should claim their own school taxes if
such privilege is granted to one. All citizens, Roman Catholics, too, have responsibilities toward public institutions of
learning (without which the state, as now is, cannot get along)
whatever be their own private educational effort. Special privilege in the public school should be stopped by law. How? All
religious groups might be permitted to direct their school
taxes to their own school, but after deduction of a fair percentage for the public schools. Or they might be partially
exempt from paying public school taxes in proportion to their
contributions to their own private school. And in no case
should any religious group enjoy any special favors in the
public school at the expense of the public treasury-particularly not if that group does not contribute to the public school
which the government must maintain for the "common good."
The Canadian Protestant League should stand back of legislation which will remove special privilege and give educational
equality to all.
Will such legislation ever pass? And will the courts maintain it? That is very doubtful indeed. Rome's educational advantages are based on the British North America Act which
clinched the federation of the Canadian provinces as a DominTHE CALVIN FORUM
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ion within the British Commonwealth. It will be hard to set
aside its provisions, particularly in view of the "packing" of
the Canadian courts with Roman Catholic judges, and the very
disturbing report that the highest court of appeal for Canadians is no longer the Privy Council in London, England, but
the Canadian Supreme Court.
The significance of that development has been placed in clear
focus by the Gospel Witness and Protestant Advocate of Dec. 5,
1946, and that in connection with the present persecution of
the Jehovah's Witnesses in Quebec. According to reliable reports Premier Duplessis, who is also Attorney General of that
province, has ordered wholesale arrests of Witnesses and has
seriously interfered with their civil rights always considered
basic in Canada. This has stirred up quite a furor all over the
Dominion, but the war against the Witnesses is still going on.
And as to recourse to the courts, this is what the editor of
the magazine mentioned above writes about it:
"First of all they are packing the Government with Roman
Catholics. The Minister of Justice is a Roman Catholic; the
Solicitor General is a Roman Catholic; the Minister of National Revenue is a Roman Catholic; the Postmaster General
is a Rom~n Catholic; the Minister of Transport is a Roman
Catholic; the Secretary of State is a Roman Catholic; the Minister of External Affairs is a Roman Catholic; the Deputy
Minister of Labor, responsible for the amnesty to those thousands of cowards who deserted from the Canadian Army, Mr.
A. McNamara, is a fourth degree Knight of Columbus; and
he runs the Labor Department. And as for the Civil Servants,
now almost certainly the majority of them are Roman Catholics . . . Ottawa today is in the grip of the Roman Catholic
Church. And what are they doing? Packing all the Courts
with Roman Catholic judges. Nearly every time there is a
vacancy a Roman Catholic judge is appointed, if possible.
County Courts, Magistrates, wherever they can get them in,
and of course in the Supreme Court. The Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court is a Roman Catholic." And worse still, the
writer points out that there was a grave danger that the last
court of appeal from these Roman Catholic dominated courts
will be eliminated. "The Dominion Government has passed
a regulation, and submitted it to the Judicial Privy Council at
London, proposing the abolition of Canadian appeals to the
Privy Council in London. People say, 'That is an academic
question. What has that got to do with us?' Just this: In the
Manitoba School question even in that remote day, the Supreme Court gave judgment, and the Hierarchy appealed in
that case against the Supreme Court judgment to the Privy
Council, and the Privy Council gave a judgment which resulted in the abolition of Separate Schools in Manitoba. They
never would have been abolished if it had not been for the
judicial judgment of the Privy Council in London.
"Now let us suppose that the right of appeal to that Council
is done away with. The majority of members of the Supreme
Court of Canada will soon be Roman Catholic judges. And
when that day comes, it will be the end of all religious liberty
in Canada. You may spend your money, and carry your case
from Court to Court, until at last you come to the Supreme
Court, but your case will be lost before you begin. And then
-mark my words-then, when sleeping Protestantism comes
at last to see its folly, and comes to see that they have been
permitting to take power in this country, an institution that
knows nothing about freedom, then there may be Civil War.
We have our choice of ballots now, or bullets by and by, as
sure as you are living men and women. And that day is not
nearly as far off as some people think it is."
That these fears were well founded is clear from this news
item just taken from the Edmonton Journal under date of
Jan. 30, '47: "Appeals to London are no longer necessary for
Canada, since a Privy Council judgment has been handed down,
declaring that the dominion has the power to make the Supreme Court of Canada its highest court of justice. C~anada
can now prohibit appeals beyond the Supreme Court, declaring the way for a new era of Canadian constitutional development. Prior to the judgment, appeals could be carried beyond
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Canada, for final hearing before the Privy Council in London.
The man who handed down the judgment giving Canada this
new power is Lord Lowit, chancellor."
This, friends, gives plenty food for thought,-and action,
too! But sane counsel as well as energetic action should prevail. Civil and religious liberty, and educational equality
should be upheld by proper means. In the excitement some
Protestant ministers, encouraged by certain leaders in the
Protestant League, are refusing to pay income taxes as long
as Roman Catholic priests are not required to do the same.
That they will lose their "test cases" is a foregone conclusion
in view of the situation of the courts as described above, but
their aggressive protest goes to show that Canadian Protestants are getting wise to the ways of Rome and are taking
measures against them. Calvinists should not fail to take
part, but then in a proper way.
Fraternally,
PAUL DE KOEKKOEK.
10952-96 Street
Edmonton, Alta, Canada.

THE CONTROVERSY IN THE 0. P. C.
Goffle Hill Road,

Wyckoff, N. J.
Dear D1'. Bouma:
T l.S my sincere hope that you and the readers of thP.
·
FORUM are not wearying of this discussion of the issues
that are the bones of contention in the Orthodox Presbyterian Church and related institutions. These issues are broader
than the 0.P.C. In fact, in the opinion of the undersigned they
are just the kind of issues that any sincere effort at reviving
the Reformed faith in American ecclesiastical life would inevitably meet. For this reason I wish to write a letter which
seeks to clarify. the complex of apparently diverse but actually interlocking issues that today plague the 0.P.C. and related institutions.
But before this is done, some comments on Mr. Gray's letter
appearing in the December, 1946, issue are called for-comments for whose tardiness I must apologize.

I

In Answer to Mr. Gray
There are three main points raised in Mr. Gray's latest communication. I shall deal with each briefly. Mr. Gray charged
in his earlier letter that the Presbyterian Guardian has shown
lack of tact and charity in raising and handling certain issues,
thus making it difficult for pastors, so Mr. Gray alleges, in
their efforts to win Fundamentalists to the Reformed faith.
In my answer to Mr. Gray's charge actual quotations from
the Guardian on important moot questions were given to show
that the charge missed the mark. Now Mr. Gray has shifted
his ground and charges me with making comments that breathe
a spirit of antipathy toward Fundamentalists amounting to
this: "It doesn't dp any good; they're hopeless." Perhaps the
factual material that I presented did not reflect favorably on
the judgment and attitude of certain of the fundamentalist
brethren. That I cannot help. Furthermore, a questionable
judgment on my comments is preferable to an unwarranted
attack on a reputable journal like the Guardian. Just this added
word is called for: Mr. Gray's understanding of my views on
this point is incorrect.
The second point considered by Mr. Gray in his December
letter has to do with his effort to answer my query as to what
connection there might be between the accuracy of Dr. Clark's
theological views and the fact that he nominated Dr. Machen
for the moderatorship of the first general assembly of what
is now the 0.P.C. It must be carefully noted that Mr. Gray
doesn't answer my question. Rather, in attempted reply he
merely recites a lot more of the same kind of thing, and then
leaves the matter just where he left it before, namely, with
the rather obvious implication that those who question the correctness of Dr. Clark's views either don't know what they are
doing or they are prompted by unworthy motives. It is most
distressing that Mr. Gray fails to see any essential difference
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between such things as inviting a man to give a commencement
address at Westminster Seminary and ordaining him to the
sacred ministry of God's Word.
Now for a brief word on M.r. Gray's third point, that regarding the motion presented by Dr. Strong at the June meeting
of the Christian University Association. On this point, too,
there is a shift in Mr. Gray's argument. Dr. Strong's motion
calling for an adjourned meeting was not presented because
of the lack of a quorum. This consideration was adduced at
a later date. The adjourned meeting would be for the purpose, according to Dr. Strong's own words uttered at the June
meeting, of checking up on the Board to see whether it would
adopt the recommendations passed at the June meeting. The
business of the June meeting was finished, namely, largely
that of making recommendations to the Board. Sitting in judgment on the Board's disposition of these recommendations can
hardly be construed as a continuation of the business of the
June meeting.

What Is It All About?
The 0.P.C. has been looked upon by many as a prom1smg
movement, a movement striving valiantly to awaken a greater
and purer doctrinal consciousness in American Presbyterianism. Its zeal for purity of doctrine and its zeal in propagating .the faith have been a source of joy to many lovers of the
Word of God. Now the movement is in trouble. Sharp controversy is bogging it down. This is deeply saddening. Many
ministers of this church have suffered a lot for the faith, have
in many instances shown real heroism in the face of great
odds, personal and ecclesiastical. It is saddening to see this
intrepid little ecclesiastical ship shuddering from stem to stern
in the storms now raging. What is it all about anyhow?
Let us begin with the latest center of trouble-the "Clark
case." An exceedingly distressing factor in this case is that
in the minds of a determined minority this case does not stand
on its own merits. As indicated in a previous letter, the ordination of Dr. Clark has been to this group part of a program
of action in the church. This program calls, among other
things, for control of Westminster Seminary. The ordination
of Dr. Clark was placed first in a list of "specific objectives"
that the authors of the "program for action" would strive to
attain. In a very real sense, then, it is accurate to think of
the Clark affair as the spearhead of an all-out offensive aimed
at gaining control of the 0.P.C. and of all important agencies
within it or associated with it. That is why the struggle centering in the ordination of Dr. Clark has been fought so intensely. That is why some of Dr. Clark's most ardent supporters showed obvious impatience with the debate at the General Assembly last May. That in part is why the more determined of these ardent supporters have put Dr. Clark's ordination on an "or else" basis.
Now we move onward to ask this question. What are the
views of these men who are seeking to win control of the 0.P.C.,
of Westminster Seminary and related enterprises? Obviously
when men put on such a determined campaign to wrest the
control of the church from those who may in a word be described as supporting the clearcut Reformed stand of Westminster Seminary, it must be because there is some rather
basic difference of viewpoint.
The tenor of the thinking of some of these men who are
waging this campaign was clearly revealed in a discussion appearing in the Presbyterian Guardian in the latter part of
1944 and early in 1945. The subject was one very familiar to
Calvinists-Arminianism. The debate started when Dr. E. J.
Young of Westminster Seminary wrote a brief article in answer to a question submitted by a reader. The question was:
"Is Arminianism the Gospel?" Dr. Young's reply was that
which one would expect from a minister committed to the
faith of the Westminster Standards and teaching in a seminary committed to that great faith. Naturally, the answer
was "No." Dr. Young presented his case clearly and fortified
it with apt quotations from Spurgeon, Warfield and Boettner.
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To the surprise of many readers of the Guardian a letter
appeared in a subsequent issue (October 25, 1944) written by
Dr. Robert Strong expressing sharp disagreement with Dr.
Young's ,article. Dr. Strong's letter voiced dissatisfaction with
Dr. Young's indentification of the gospel with the Calvinistic
system of doctrine, and also expressed his "resentment" '1-t
Dr. Young's "aspersion" upon "many so-called Arminian
preachers."
Later (December 25, 1944) another communication from Dr.
Strong appeared in answer to a letter written by the undersigned on this matter. In this second letter Dr. Strong asserted that Arminians teach, among other things, "the doctrine of the substitutionary atonement, the doctrine of justification by faith, the doctrine of perseverance." It is startling
that a minister committed to the Reformed faith should make
such a statement and leave it thus, when the obvious reply is
that the Arminians teach these things with the characteristic
fatal failing of the Arminian theology, much as Modernists
often teach the same things but put a characteristic modernist
content into them. (See the treatment of the Vicarious Atonement in Redemption and Revelation by H. Wheeler Robinson
of Oxford, p. 257).
At this point the Rev. Richard W. Gray entered the debate
with an article entitled "Is Arminianism Another Gospel?"
(The Presbyterian Guardian, January 25, 1945). Mr. Gray's
point of departure was his concern over a statement made on
the floor of the General Assembly in which Arminianism was
called "another gospel,'' the reference being to Paul's words
in Gal. 1 :6-8. The thrust of Mr. Gray's article was that Arminianism is not "another gospel," but rather it is an inconsistent statement of the true gospel. Wrote Mr. Gray: "Arminians, however, insist on making a special case of the sin
of unbelief. It is sufficient to condemn a man for whose sins
Christ died. They do not see the contradiction in their position. And they resolutely affirm that man is saved on the
basis of the substitutionary atonement and that alone. Hence,
their error is an inconsistency. They do not deny outright, as
the Judaizers did, that the cross of Christ alone is the hope
for lost sinners."
"Once again we insist," wrote Mr. Gray, "that there is a
difference between preaching an inconsistent view of the cross
and denying the cross. The Arminians and Lutherans do the
former; the Judaizers and Modernists do the latter. If we do
not maintain this difference, we must understand the Word of
God to say: 'If any man preach any other gospel unto you· than
the Reformed Faith, let him be accursed' . . . It is also our
duty to distinguish Arminianism sharply from any 'gospel'
which is an outright denial of the gospel of Christ."
In conclusion Mr. Gray quoted a sentence from "that classic," The Plan of Scdvcition, by B. B. Warfield, a sentence applying the word 'evangelical" to the whole body of "Confessional Protestantism" in all its branches-Lutherans, Calvinists and Arminians. Following this comes the remarkable statement that Mr. Gray's conclusion "accords with the attitude
leading proponents of the Reformed Faith from Calvin to
Machen have taken toward Arminians." (Jacob Arminius was
four years old when Calvin died.)
One is very ready to sympathize with the struggle that a
person coming from a Fundamentalist background might have
on this point. But it must be said very plainly that neither
the view of Mr. Gray nor that of Dr. Strong expresses the attitude of historical Calvinism on this point. Mr. Gray's whole
argument falls prostrate before the fact that the position of
the Galatian Judaizers was not an "outright denial of the gospel of Christ." Their position was much closer to the "inconsistency" that Mr. Gray speaks about than to an "outright
denial." No less an authority than Dr. Machen tells us that
"To the modern Church the difference (between Paul's teaching and that of the Judaizers) would have seemed to be a
mere theological subtlety. About many things the Judaize1s
were in perfect agreement with Paul. The Judaizers believed
that Jesus was the Messiah . . . that Jesus had really risen
from the dead . . . that faith in Christ was necessary to sal-
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vation." But, although they were in full agreement on these
cardinal elements of the gospel, "Paul saw very clearly that
the difference between the Judaizers and himself was the difference between two entirely distinct types of religion; it was
the difference between a religion of merit and a religion of
grace. If Christ provides only a part of our salvation, leading
us to provide the rest, then we are still hopeless under the
load of sin. For no matter how small the gap which must be
bridged before salvation can be attained, the awakened conscience sees clearly that our wretched attempt at goodness is
insufficient even to bridge that gap" (Christianity and Liberalism, pp. 23f.)
Secondly, it is very, very doubtful that one who insists that
Arminianism is not the gospel of grace must therefore pronounce the Pauline "anathema" of Gal. 1 :8 upon them. Paul
was exercising apostolic prerogative and authority here that
no subsequent follower of Christ may exercise or borrow. (See
the use that Dr. Machen makes of this passage in the polemical writing quoted above, p. 22.)
In the third place, one wonders how carefully Mr. Gray
read "that classic" of Dr. Warfield. Please allow me to quote
a few brief passages from this great spiritual forbear of the
0.P.C. and Westminster Seminary to show that Dr. Strong
and Mr. Gray have strayed from the path of historical Calvinism as this splendid Presbyterian scholar gives expression
to it. "The upshot of the whole matter is that the attempt to
construe the gracious operations of God looking to salvation
universally, inevitably leads by one path or another to the
wreck of the evangelical principle, on the basis of which all
Protestant Churches . . . professedly unite . . . It ends always
and everywhere by transferring the really decisive factor in
salvation from God to man" (p. 106). "The issue is indeed a
fundamental one and it is closely drawn. Is it God the Lord
that saves us, or is it we ourselves? And does God the Lord
save us, or does He merely open the way to salvation, and
leave it, according to our choice, to walk in it or not? The
parting of the ways is the old parting of the ways between
Christianity and autosoterism" (p. 108, italics mine). Dr. Warfield's attitude on the point at issue rings out in his concluding words: "The salvation of the world is absolutely dependent (as is the salvation of the individual soul) on its salvation
being the sole work of the Lord Christ Himself, in His irresistible might. It is only the Calvinist that has warrant to
believe in the salvation whether of the individual or of the
world. Both alike rest utterly on the sovereign grace of God
. . . All other ground is shifting sand" ( p. 132).

A Grave Situation
'This discussion of the views of two of the leading spirits in
the campaign now being waged to gain control of the O.P.G.
and Westminster Theological Seminary ought to make quite
clear the real character of the struggle in the O.P.C. Alongside these views we must place Dr. Rian's utterances, for he
has joined hands with those who launched or sympathize with
the "program for action." Dr. Rian is calling for a broader.
"historical, ecumenical" Calvinism, as opposed to what he
calls the "narrow, personal" Calvinism of the faculty of Westminster Seminary. At the adjourned meeting of the Christian
University Association he declared that a "profound theological difference" had arisen between him and the faculty of the
seminary.
It is deeply saddening to see one's fellow ministers subscribing to such v1ews and to see them waging a determined offensive to win control of these Calvinistic institutions, an offensive in which the ordination of a man to the sacred ministry
has played an important part. These brethren have not been
the least bit deterred by the fact that the entire faculty of
Westminster Seminary contests the accuracy of Dr. Clark's
views. Rather, it has become apparent that this group would
win a major battle in their offensive if they can discredit the
seminary in the disposition of the theological matters that
have come to the fore in the "Clark case." Such a victory
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would amount to strong endorsement of their demands for a
change in policy and control at the seminary.
The above discussion should also indicate why men who think
thus can endorse the theology of Dr. Clark. Men who take
such a faulty and weak attitude toward the autonomous will
of man that lies at the heart of Arminianism can be expected
to have little trouble with Dr. Clark's notion of the autonomous
intellect of man. The careful biblical theologian has always
looked upon any concession to the autonomy of man as the
theological poison. Views such as. those described above are
quite out of harmony with Reformed theology's unqualified
attitude on this fundamental and cardinal point.
That Dr. Clark's theology has at its heart the conception
of the autonomous intellect of man seems quite clear to the
undersigned. He freely admits that he gets his definition of
truth, not from exegetical considerations, but from "common
sense." He has written that "regeneration ... is not a change
in the understanding of these words (Christ died for sinners)."
The same notion is imbedded in his article "On the Primacy of
the Intellect" appearing in The Westminster Theological Journal of May, 1943. One of Dr. Clark's most ardent supporters
is constantly stressing at every available opportunity that
regenerate and unregenerate man have the knowing element
(notitia) of saving faith in common, without distinction.
It must be punctually observed that by no means all who
voted in favor of Dr. Clark at the 1946 assembly subscribe to
the views on Arminianism discussed above. Also, it must be
noted that the above discussion must not be interpreted to
indicate that Dr. Clark holds these views. Furthermore, I
would not be understood as questioning the sincerity of the
above-mentioned men in their profession of the Reformed faith.
But that their views on the important matter in question are
erroneous appears to the ·undersigned to admit of no serious
doubt.

This letter should tell lovers of the Reformed faith everywhere that there is reason for concern for the well-being· of
institutions that are committed to the vigorous propagation
of that great faith. These institutions have won a place of
esteem in the hearts of Calvinists throughout the world. These
institutions have consistently flown high the standard of the
precious gospel of pure and sovereign grace. They must, in
the providence of God, continue to fly that standard high. Any
weakening of that historic testimony would be a tragedy of
the first order. America doesn't need any more quasi-Reformed, quasi-Presbyterian churches. Her ecclesiastical life
is blighted by too many of them already. In this era when
the pretensions of men have received such sharp rebuke from
Almighty God, let these institutions continue to sound forth
in ever clearer and sharper tones that the way of human beatitude lies in a full surrender of the total man to the sovereign
God, and that apart from this work of grace no aspect or
faculty of man can take even the smallest step toward that
beatitude. "All other ground is shifting sand."
In conclusion I should like to say that in writing thus frankly about the situation in the O.P.C. and related institutions,
·I do so without personal malice toward.those of my colleagues
whose names have appeared fn these dispatches. It is concern
for the continued witness of splendid institutions to the faith
of our fathers alone that prompts this candid discussion. My
fervent wish is that the men whose views and methods are so
seriously at fault will recognize their error and turn their
energies to a more constructive prosecution of the cause of
the Lord and His Truth in a barren land.
I beg your indulgence and that of the readers of THE FORUM
for another lengthy epistle. I trust that the contents furnish
their own warrant for this literary prodigality.
Cordially yours,
EDWARD HEEREMA.

Book Reviews
REALISTIC PHILOSOPHY OF CULTURE
PLATO'S THEORY OF MAN. An Introduction to the Realistic Philosophy of Culture. By John Wild. Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1946. x, .:120 pages. $.'i.OO.
OFESSIONAL journals already have printed two
sharply critical reviews of this book. This should surprise no one who reflects on Professor Wild's purpose
and his manner of expression. He wishes to revive our fading
sense of the power of ancient Western insights into the norms
of human culture. He does not shrink from vehement attacks
on what he takes to be post-Renaissance aberrations. Though
the critics are justified in pausing over Wild's numerous negations of modern trends, and in pointing out that for solving
certain complex problems, his argument is hardly more successful than Plato's own, this book is nevertheless a penetrating study of Plato's philosophy of culture and as such a
principal aid for serious consideration of issues like those
raised by Northrop's The Meeting of East and West.
Wild correctly emphasizes that Plato's philosophy is eminently practical. Even the intellectual theses about the ultimate factors involved in understanding this flowing world grow
out of Plato's quest for truth that bears on the dynamic motions
of human life. Society is like a ship on the treacherous sea,
beset by dangers within and without. The soul is like a chariotdriver with two steeds: the goal is above but he feels the lure
of the plains below. Man's life goes up or down, toward or
away from virtue. In the midst of vital motion what is the
true direction? How can we learn it and hold to it? Plato's
program is a dual answer to such questions. On one side he
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offers an integral theory of the right and "natural" order of
human life on the three levels of artistic endeavor, social organization, and individual action, binding the levels together
and stressing the practical relevance of basic beliefs. More
striking, however, is his exhibition of the evils that follow inversion of cultural order-the individual lapsing into theoretical confusion, the state sinking into tyranny, the arts rebelling
against their proper order.
Wild has done good service in bringing together the elements
of Plato's analysis of the ·art. Too often this has been inade~
quately discerned. Constituting the simplest level of civilization,
the arts are organized procedures whereby man rationally rules
his environment. Each art exhibits a definite structure and
stands in a definite telic relation to the others; nothing but ill
comes from inverting the internal structure or the right mutual
order of the arts. Each art, say medicine, involves "(1) the
useful end, on account of which the art exists; (2) the work
or concrete achievement of the art, which can serve this purpose; (3) the general form of structure which every such work
must exemplify if it is to meet the ends; (4) the technical
procedure by which this form is imposed on the matter; and
finally, (5) the concrete matter, on which the form is imposed" (p. 50). These factors are listed in the order of their
importance. Hence, ~hen knowledge of the true end weakens,
the art degenerates into a false or "fawning" art, like quack
medicine, a clever procedure for producing only the appearance
of health. The arts together compose a hierarchy determined
by the scale of ends and by the fact that one art uses the product of another. At the top are the pure noetic arts, which
reveal the structure of things and the final end of all man's
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special skills. These use the achievements and direct the
operations of the "directing" arts, such as statesmanship and
education, which in turn supervise the arts of production and
finally those of acquisition. Nothing so absorbs Plato as the
mistakes that invert the "natural" order of man's arts. The
ultimate source of a perversion of values is confusion in philosophy, erroneous belief about what end served by what art deserves supremacy. This is so because the arts are functions of
living men: men do all they do for ends in a variously articulate
belief about the system of values. Thus a loss of basic insight
is the cause of the autonomy of specialist sciences each claiming
an exclusive route to truth, of propagandist education, demagogic politics, idolatry of material production, and medical
quackery.
The second level of man's nature is the politeia. Plato's Republic is a study of the "nature" of society, i.e. of the ends it
exists to realize, how it comes to be, what it would be like if it
were fitted to realize its ends. Omitting the general scheme of
the "first-best" state, let me note that Wild's account is
unusually perceptive; so, too, his lively interpretation of the descent of the inverted society from "theocracy" to tyranny. Few
scholars can match Wild's near magic in tracing the rise of
tyranny as a "solution" to the tension induced by a society
whose standards are set by the aggressive appetites of its
drones, i.e., the non-producers possessing only a sting: they
will not work but they crave the fruits of labor and plot
revolution over their gin., Wild gives a striking comparison
of' Plato's "theocracy" (a "classless society") with the early
Christian Church, a community of persons pursuing common
ends which specify determinate functions in a determinate
hierarchical order. In both societies, he says, rule is by per, suasion, not by force. Both resemble the ship at sea: the navigator rules the crew not qua person ruling person but qua knowing, i.e., as embodied knowledge of the harbor and the perils and
the stars whereby to steer, every motion being directed to the
common welfare.
'

'l'he third level of culture is individual virtue. Here Plato is
unsurpassed, especially in his conviction that only individual
virtue can save humanity from cultural collapse. This involves
an ultimate respect for personality, which escapes not only the
totalitarian apologists. For Plato the individual is intrinsically
superior to society. Society is indeed larger than the individual
and outlasts him; yet while apart from virtuous individuals
society must descend, an individual can maintain his virtue in
a corrupt society, as Socrates did. The individual is a substance, society is not. Society does nothing apart from the
acts of persons, and having no intellect it cannot know goodness or the structure of fact. Also the purpose of society is
in the individual. In short, while society provides the conditions required for individual existence and education, only the
individual can use them so as to actualize an apprehension of
the good and to grow toward virtue: no one can do it for
him. From society the individual receives material conditions;
from the individual society gains its formal, final, and efficient
cause.
Wild's last four chapters (V-VIII) have importance both as
exceedingly valuable comment on some of Plato's most difficult
writings and as a vivid presentation of Plato's culminating
reflections on gaining and preserving virtue, his theory of
education. His most complex dialectical passages in the Parmenides, Theaetetus, and Sophist complete his simpler cultural
analyses, arguing that without sound philosophy we must fall
prey to a sophistic inversion of civilization.
I conclude with a tribute to Professor Wild for producing
one of the very important books of 1946; few in America today
are as skilled as he in interpreting the best in our tradition.
Yet there are difficulties in this book, both with Plato's views
and with Wild's version of them. The observant reader will
wish for further light on Wild's description of the ideal state
as a "classless society", on his interpretation of the dialectical
second half of the Parmenides, and on his attempt to underline
the Aristotelian elements in Plato's ontology: a crucial passage
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in the Sophist may warrant this attempt but later passages
may resist it. Again, a number of Plato's own teachings require more elucidation, argument, and comparison with rival
views than Wild offers. (1) One could wish for an explanation
of Plato's assertion of the possibility of establishing the hypothetical premises of a special science from the unhypothetical
principles of dialectic. What does Plato mean by this, or by his
remarkable conception of the relation of religion and philosophy
to all the special branches? (2) Wild strongly urges that
Plato's views on the relation of experience to fixed rational
objects be tempered by Aristotle's grasp of induction and abstraction; but even abstraction often outruns empirical content
and a problem remains. (3) Plato's doctrine of the good as
cause and end of all existence is left in profound obscurity.
Does the good stand for the purposive structure of all process?
Is the good one or is it many, one for each striving unit of
existence? How is it related to God? The Laws supply the
ground for most subsequent natural theology, but Plato ends
with many astronomical souls. (4) What does Plato, or Wild,
mean by the "naturalness" of the order of values? Supposing
that the scale is correct or right, just what is rightness, what
being does it have? To call it natural does not bring light.
(5) Finally, I cannot rest in phases of Plato's political analysis, especially his faint respect for the non-expert. While
Plato desires a political scheme planned and administered for
common welfare, he concentrates power in the hands of a few
and accords the masses neither the superior virtues nor an
exercise of reason that transcends mere opinion. Further, he
regards the state as charged with administering the entire
corporate life of man and as competent to do so. Surely on
these points our modern insights are better. Experts are often
the victims of peculiar stupidities; the lure of ambition I leave
aside. The state cannot competently supervise man's rational
and moral activities; when it tries it both stirs up resentment
and defeats the purposes of morality, which is not itself unless
freely pursued. We say to Plato, then, granted maturity and
normal faculties each man is entitled to exert an influence
on public affairs; and let the state restrict itself to those fundamental but fairly external functions which provide the material conditions for the free moral development of persons.
Should individuals not be trusted to propose the major objectives of communal living, to preserve them by education, to embark freely on intellectual and spiritual voyages through the
media of voluntary effort and association, there is little the
state can do to remedy the disease. The moderns only extend
Plato's recognition of personal dignity and on the strength of
it reject his political machine.
JESSE DE BOER,

University of Kentucky.

UP FROM A MANSE
A PARSONAGE. By Thomas w. Lamont. New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1946. $2.50.
ECOLLECTIONS ! Who doesn't have them whether one
becomes a national and international figure or spends
quiet years in Burnips Corners?
However, it does make a difference what the recollections
are and who expresses them. Every fledgling that breaks his
shell in a manse does not grow up to be a Lamont, nor does
he acquire the appreciation of life and the skill to express that
as the author of these recollections has.
MY BOYHOOD IN

R

It is a truism to say the environment does something to
you. But it is more than a truism to assert that the Hudson
River country and the land of the Catskills do something to
you. You can sense it in the pages of this little book. You
can sense it when you spend some time there yourself. This
is the land where legend and history are twins, the happy
hunting grounds for Cooper and Irving. In the days of which
Lamont writes any boy in any manse anywhere from Manhattan to Albany must have been something of a poet or of
a pod.
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There is an added interest when a man who has become rich
in goods and especially in experience writes about his early
days.
Religion meant a great deal then. There were family prayers
twice a day in the manse, and all the members were present.
There were two services and class meetings on Sunday. Little
boys and girls were bored, but they were not pampered. And
the regimen did not ruin them.
Lamont's father, a Methodist minister, who moved frequently with his family from parish to parish, was a devoted servant of the Lord and of his people. His convictions may have
been a shade to the left of orthodoxy as to some matters, for
we hear him say: "Uncle Henry believes in an anthropomorphic God and a personal devil." But outside of that the evidence is there that the minister and his wife were devoted and
devout, with a sturdy loyalty to their high calling.
The life of serenity meant a great deal then. One becomes
almost envious of those long evenings at home with great
books as constant companions. The father had an excellent
library, and young Thomas waded through volumes that would
make some college student today fiat-footed just to look at.
Yes, one longs for such quiet evenings at home in this jitterbug age when parent delinquency may have one of its roots
in a parsonage.
Education meant a great deal then. Young Thomas went
to Phillips Exeter where they had sixty pages of Latin in two
weeks, and where they sent boys home in droves for confusing
living with loafing. He went to Harvard and felt qualified because of his earlier training. An interesting side-light is the
mention of a number of young men who were the author's
classmates and who later became famous.
The sense of wonder breathes through these pages. The
absence of those gadgets we consider necessary to civilization
did not dull it. No amount of poverty and hard work dulled it.
That sense of wonder plus a sense of humor revealed in these
pages helped Lamont a great deal in later years when, as a
man of means and a man of meaning, he continued his quest
by journeys to other continents.
Most of us do not come to have the author's means, but we
are less than human if we do not come to share his meanings
and, as conservative Christians, go beyond them.
BASTIAN KRUITHOF.

A PROVOCATIVE ARTICLE
"Cnlvinism in Americnn Theology Today". By Clarence Bouma. THE JOURNAL OF RELIGION, Volume XXVII, Number 1
( Jauary, 1947 ), pages 34-54.
~HIS

article will be of more than common interest to
\..:) FORUM readers, not only because Time magazine called
attention to it in its issue of February 24, 1947, but
also, and on better grounds, because it is a fine and competent
summary of the state of Calvinism in American theology today. Dr. Bouma surveys Calvinism from the colonial period
to the present, epitomizes what in principle it stands for and
what in practice it has become in American Protestantism
generally and in the several Presbyterian and Reformed
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churches particularly. After taking note further of certain
signs of a swing towards orthodoxy in at least the thinking of
once confident liberals, Dr. Bouma writes: " ... this new temper is a vindication-whatever the intent of the liberals-of
the Pauline-Augustinian-Calvinistic view of human nature
apart from the supernatural grace of God rather than of any
other view of man that has been current in modern thought."
Dr. Bouma's admirably clear and conviction-laden call for
a theocentric, Calvinistic view of God, man, and the world is
followed in the Journal by two brief essays in criticism of it.
In the one, "Calvinism is not Fundamentalism," Professor
Joseph Haroutunian of the McCormick Theological Seminary
identifies Dr. Bouma's Calvinism with fundamentalism, regrets
his strictures on Barthianism, and counsels Calvinists to be
more self-critical. In the other, "The Prospects of Orthodoxy,"
Professor Wilhelm Pauck of the University of Chicago agrees
with Dr. Bouma "that under the impact of modernism, the
old Calvinism has largely disappeared from the American
theological scene," but, taking a diametrically opposed point
of view, hails this fact, "as an inevitable and good historical
achievement."
The article is accessible to all who can procure a copy of
the Journal of Religion and to a limited few who can obtain
an off-print of it from the Office of the CALVIN FORUM.
HENRY ZYLSTRA.

FIFTEEN HUNDRED BOOKS
Goon READING. Edited and published by The ·committee on
College Reading of The National Council of Teachers of
English, Chicago, 1946. 114 pages.
OU don't have much time. You want to read something
worthwhile; something educational as well as entertaining. What to read-that is the question.
Good Reading, a booklet published by The National Council
of Teachers of English, is the answer. It is a guide for reading
and lists 1,500 books of "solid worth and lively interest." Life
is too short to read good books. Good Reading catalogs only
the best books.
The organization of the material is remarkable. The books
are arranged chronologically to the nineteenth century and are
also classified topically: drama, poetry, history, biography, and
similar headings. But that is not all. Both authors and titles
are listed alphabetically. Authors, publishers, and additional
information are given with each title so that the book may
be easily identified and secured. In addition, Good Reading has
several valuable features: "100 Significant Books," "Books for
Today and Tomorrow,'' and "The Art of Reading."
The books for each section have been carefully selected by
competent people. By reading a book a week, it will take you
thirty years to read the 1,500 books listed in this booklet.but you will then be one of the best educated persons in the
world.
Good Reading may be secured from the publisher, 211 West
68th Street, Chicago 21, Illinois, at 30 cents a copy, or 221h
cents if you order ten or more copies.
Let Good Reading solve your reading problems!
CHARLOTTE A, FENNEMA.
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